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Abstract 
 

How do I shift my teaching practices to best support self-regulated learning (SRL) in 

students? This self-study was a systematic and critical reflection of my teaching practice. It was 

motivated by the increasing body of research showing that when learners gain the skills, 

knowledge and capacity to take active leadership over their learning, they tend to perform at a 

higher level and experience greater levels of satisfaction and enjoyment in school. After a 

thorough review of both the foundational and contemporary literature on SRL, data collection 

tools were designed to reflect best practices in the field that could be implemented within my 

own practice. During the six-week study period from February to April 2019, a daily checklist 

was used to track how effectively SRL-promoting strategies were being used, and weekly written 

reflections were completed in order to reflect on this shift in my teaching practice. A critical 

friend was also recruited to establish the trustworthiness of the self-study data, and these 

valuable weekly conversations helped refine my research focus. The qualitative and quantitative 

data was analyzed, and I described key barriers and opportunities, both personal and systemic, to 

supporting SRL capacity in students. I conclude by offering recommendations for strategies and 

policies to actively promote and support SRL in students so that they may thrive during their 

formal education and beyond. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 

Grades, gold stars, praise from teachers, and related procedures all involve 

rewarding children for doing the behaviour the teacher wants...It is probable 

that they are somewhat effective in producing the behaviours that are desired by 

the teachers and school systems, but it is also probable that the rewarded 

behaviours will not become self-determined. (Deci & Ryan, 1985, p. 264) 

 

Examples of self-motivated, passionate learners are all around us. We see them engaged 

in projects of clear importance to themselves and others, where they seem to lose their self-

consciousness and become fully immersed in the task. The energy they produce has cascading 

and positive effects.  

When students walk into our school buildings, they should feel confident as leaders of 

their own learning experience. For our society to move forward in the best possible manner, and 

be characterized by innovation and peaceful cooperation, we need young people to feel excited 

and intrinsically motivated to learn, and for this passion to continue all through adulthood. With 

the support of committed educators, their peers, and community, students should feel that their 

efforts are oriented toward personally meaningful objectives, and feel a strong measure of 

control over their learning progress.   

Students who effectively manage their personal learning processes (i.e. goal setting, 

organization, time management, self-reflection) are considered to demonstrate effective self-

regulated learning (SRL) skills (Zimmerman, 2008). Self-regulated learning is the “phenomena 

whereby the learners actively participate in their own learning and show goal directed 
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behaviour” (Yang, 2005, p. 162). These students experience higher degrees of motivation and 

positive connection to their learning during their K-12 experience, as well as a range of other 

positive outcomes both in and out of school (Shernoff, Csikszentmihalyi, Schneider & Shernoff, 

2003).  

Governments around the world are recognizing that in order to promote positive growth 

in our complex societies and economies, it is vitally important that students’ learning experiences 

are as rich and rewarding as possible, thus enhancing SRL capacity in learners has become 

imperative for both classroom educators and school leaders (Building Student Success - BC's 

New Curriculum, 2019; Hu & Zhang, 2017; OECD, 2015).  

A Rapidly Changing World and Economy 

In our modern world, fewer people are finding themselves in work and learning 

environments that demand conformity and reward compliance, and the number of professional 

contexts (i.e. workplaces, universities) that people find themselves in during different periods of 

their lives is increasing as employment becomes more tenuous, globalized and technology-based 

(OECD, 2015; Zhao, 2012). Thus, there is increasing necessity for all people to become effective 

lifelong learners and be able to adapt to rapidly-shifting work and learning environments 

(Bandura, 1997).  

British Columbia’s recent strategic shift in education toward Core Competencies and a 

focus on depth over breadth in the curriculum is a testament to this growing recognition that our 

economy and society is changing in profound and rapid ways (Building Student Success - BC's 

New Curriculum, 2019; OECD, 2015). The transition from an industrial to an information-based 

economy demands that people are able to think independently and creatively, and to make a 

range of contributions in a rapidly-evolving work landscape (Bandura, 1997; Zhao, 2012). Over 
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1 in 10 Canadians aged 20 to 24 drops out of high school (Guay et al., 2006), and the OECD 

(2015) has described youth unemployment as an epidemic, both in developed and developing 

countries. The traditional path from high school to college or university, to a well-paying lifetime 

job with benefits is no longer a reality for most young people, and this growing need for student 

adaptability and resilience has become a clarion call for education systems. By prioritizing SRL 

capacity through classroom pedagogy, as well as encouraging these habits of mind through 

district and provincial policy, we can foster these essential skills in learners and help them better 

face the challenges of the future. To best serve our students we must always look carefully at 

what the world is demanding from them and try to shape our systems in a manner that allows 

them to thrive.  

Professional Context 

I have lived and worked as an educator in a small, resource-based community in northern 

British Columbia for nearly five years. This community is quite remote, with approximately 

3,200 residents. The community has experienced a dramatic economic decline over the last 4-5 

years, with many families experiencing hardship and often having to live apart due to job losses 

and a precipitous decline in real estate values. However, the community’s sense of cohesion and 

resilience is strong, and this solidarity has helped many residents get through this tumultuous 

period. The function of the school as a vital social, emotional and intellectual site has become 

even more pronounced during these times of economic hardship and family struggle. 

Being situated in a remote northern community, four hours’ drive from the nearest city 

centre, certain educational opportunities (i.e. colleges, universities, museums, galleries, local 

expertise in specialized fields) can be limited, thus developing strong SRL capacity has the 

potential to be liberating for our students. With excellent access to technology (our school has a 
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one-to-one student to Chromebook program), broadband access, and enhanced opportunities for 

communication and access to experts, opportunities for learning, exploration and personal 

growth have expanded immensely in recent years. People who are self-motivated and organize 

themselves effectively, and who maintain resilience when faced with setbacks, will not be overly 

limited by their remote geographic location and distance from well-resourced urban centres. 

Young people who develop strong SRL capacity will have a greater ability to educate themselves 

throughout their lifetime and achieve the ongoing “self-renewal” that is so critical to success in 

the modern world (Bandura, 1997).  

Over my years as an educator I have often reflected on the core purpose of our schools. 

Are they mainly used to promote obedience in our young? Who is benefiting primarily from our 

schools? I believe many of the institutional structures in place (i.e. letter grades, student 

rankings) often promote conformity and fixed mindsets, and for the sake of our future social and 

economic health, we urgently need systems that promote the emancipation and holistic 

development of our students. We need to give young people the time, space and support they 

need to become fully realized individuals, with a strong connection to the values and objectives 

which they care most deeply.  

Purpose of Study 

This self-study was a systematic and critical reflection on my teaching practice. It 

challenged me to implement research-based methods for encouraging SRL and student 

ownership as methods of enhancing overall learner engagement. I chose to complete this study 

because I have observed too many young people who seem disinterested and unmotivated in 

their academic classes because they see little relevance or connection between their courses and 

their future aspirations. By exploring teaching methods that support SRL capacity, I hope to give 
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students enhanced opportunities to take leadership over their learning, as well as the skills to 

make the most of these opportunities.    

While the findings from this self-study could support other educators hoping to shift their 

practice, or inform school and district-level policy in terms of SRL development, the focus was 

improving my personal teaching practice. By shifting pedagogy to focus on SRL development, 

the objective was to become more cognizant of my classroom and curriculum choices, and in so 

doing, create more stimulating, motivating and empowering learning environments for students.  

Why SRL? 

In our Social Studies class we have engaged in “Project Citizenship” for the past three 

years. Project Citizenship is a student-directed approach to studying and addressing local and 

global issues. Students identify an issue of consequence and personal interest, research the topic 

using a range of sources, and develop a workable action plan to address the issue in a meaningful 

way. This project requires a strong degree of SRL skills, as students are expected to organize 

their time, set goals for personal progress, and recognize potential barriers in their research or 

during their action plan process. Students also need to find a community partner with some 

knowledge or expertise related to the topic and work with them to develop their research and 

action plan. 

The project concludes at the end of the term with students presenting their work and action 

plan to a small panel of community members. Community members ask questions to the students 

after the presentations, and these concluding dialogues have been powerful experiences for many 

students and community partners over the years. Past topics have included youth mental health, 

solutions to unemployment, and the media’s impact on body image. Giving students this freedom 

and allowing them to find purpose in their work has led to strong levels of commitment and 
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engagement, and feedback from students and community members has been very positive 

overall.  

The success I have found with Project Citizenship and other inquiry-oriented assignments 

is a key factor motivating me to bring SRL skills to the core of my pedagogy. By better 

supporting key independent learning skills, the hope is that students’ creativity, problem-solving 

and level of engagement will be enhanced across the learning spectrum, and that this enhanced 

freedom will produce strong results. When students are supported and given opportunities to 

develop SRL skills during school hours, they become more effective learners outside of school 

as well (Bandura, 1997). Given the wealth of learning resources available in our technology-rich 

society, young people with highly developed SRL skills can take advantage of innumerable 

learning opportunities. When given the time, space and responsibility to engage in projects of 

personal significance, I have observed young people contribute in powerful ways. The improved 

confidence they gain through these powerful learning experiences can help students thrive 

through their adolescence and well beyond.  

Distributed Leadership and a New Kind of School 

In order to give students meaningful opportunities to take leadership over their learning, 

the adults in charge must be willing to share responsibility with them. Sharing responsibility and 

opening dialogue regarding a student’s learning progress can cause discomfort for teachers, 

young people, and their families (Berger et al., 2014). Finding effective tools to communicate 

this shift toward SRL-supportive pedagogy was essential to this self-study and allowed for active 

participation by all stakeholders. 

While there are many examples of innovative schools that are giving enhanced 

responsibility to students and fostering strong SRL skills (Zhao, 2012), too many young people 
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are still positioned as passive recipients of orders and instructions, and are not given 

opportunities to experience authentic agency and engagement in their schooling. These relatively 

disengaged students are what Rogers and Freiburg (1994) refer to as “tourists” in the classroom, 

passively observing and following others, rarely given meaningful opportunities to take 

leadership over their learning. When adults are the ones in charge of the learning and how it 

unfolds, students often lack meaningful opportunities to regulate their own learning processes 

(Boekarts & Niemivirta, 1999). If our schools are to genuinely enhance the learning and 

flourishing of young people, the power dynamic between students and adults needs to shift, and 

students need to be given more meaningful decision-making power in school.  

The good news is that adolescents are especially motivated to demonstrate their growing 

skills and knowledge to their peers and others in their communities. Their courage and 

willingness to take intellectual risks during this developmental phase makes them strongly suited 

to benefit from enhanced responsibility in school (Jensen & Nutt, 2015). Adolescence is a crucial 

period of development where humans explore and ask questions about the various dimensions of 

adult life, begin to situate themselves socially, and establish their personal goals (Shernoff et al., 

2003; Yeager & Dweck, 2012). Throughout human evolution we have depended on adolescents 

to adapt to new environments, take bold risks, and develop increasing competence in a range of 

interrelated skillsets (Bandura, 1997; Zhao, 2014). High school students are also in a stage of life 

where they need to make increasingly consequential decisions for themselves, their families and 

their communities. By giving students opportunities to make important contributions in school, 

they can demonstrate their developing skillset and knowledge to their family and developing 

‘tribe’. Tapping into this deep-rooted desire for belonging and purpose is vital for building and 

sustaining motivation in our students (Mega, Ronconi & De Beni, 2014; Reeve & Jang, 2006). 
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Justification for Study 

For too many students, formal education has become an experience to be endured, not one 

where they expect themselves to thrive (Zimmerman, 2008). As a society, we cannot afford to 

have young people’s talents to remain dormant during these critical years, where their capacity 

for creativity, questioning and intellectual risk-taking is perhaps at its highest point. Boekaerts 

and colleagues (2005) described the current disjuncture that exists in many formal education 

systems; “in a traditional scholastic context, learning episodes tend to be fragmented, indirect 

experiences, steered by teacher-set goals” (p. 419). If we want students who are prepared for 

dynamic challenges outside of school, where they will need to be resilient, adaptive and aware of 

the personal and social complexities that exist, we must do a more effective job modelling this 

kind of environment in schools. We need to give students opportunities to set meaningful goals, 

monitor progress, and play a cooperative role in evaluating their performance.   

Low motivation among high school students is a serious issue in many public schools 

across North America, and globally; even students who show strong levels of academic 

achievement express “high rates of boredom, alienation and disconnection with schooling” and 

are shown to be “pervasively disengaged from the learning process” (Shernoff et al., 2003, p. 

159). Students’ engagement, self-esteem and mood all improve in situations where they have 

greater control over their learning, however contrary to recommendations found in much 

contemporary educational theory, the bulk of time students spend in the classroom is still spent 

engaged in relatively passive activities such as listening to lectures, watching films, and filling 

out assignments that require little creativity or critical thought (Mega et al., 2014; Shernoff et al., 

2003).  
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Dignath and Buettner (2008) argued that despite the substantial and growing body of 

research showing the positive impact of SRL capacity on academic achievement and learning 

motivation, it is “obvious that there is still a gap in the research about how teachers can bring 

self-regulated learning into the classroom” (pg. 232). Though substantial research exists on how 

to create ideal, motivating learning environments, education systems are not fully bringing out 

the potential of young people, and too many students feel they must suffer through their years of 

formal education, struggling through classes they find uninspiring or irrelevant to their daily 

lives.  

All young people deserve the opportunity to learn in environments where they are given 

the freedom and support to take risks and pursue their interests, not just students in independent 

or experimental schools. Kaiser and Halbert (2013) described how kindergarteners often come to 

school filled with curiosity and excitement for learning, and how “over time in many schools, 

this curiosity is diminished and, sadly, is sometimes replaced with apathy or token interest” (p. 

8). As an educational community we need to counter this trend and empower teachers and school 

leaders to move SRL and learner-centred philosophies from outliers to the mainstream of 

education. By focusing on SRL development in schools and helping students hone strategies to 

excel as independent learners, we will give young people a greater extent of freedom to grow in a 

self-determined manner (Shernoff et al., 2003; Zimmerman, 2008). This would not only make 

them more adaptable and effective learners, but could enhance their motivation, mindset and 

engagement in school tremendously. As a result, the question guiding this self-study is: How do I 

shift my teaching practices to best support self-regulated learning (SRL) in students? 
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Definition of Terms 

Self-regulated learning – “phenomena whereby the learners actively participate in their 

own learning and show goal directed behaviour” (Yang, 2005, p. 162).  

Overview of Study 

For this self-study thesis, data was collected from February 1 to April 15, 2019. Data was 

collected in the form of a daily checklist and a weekly, guided written reflection, as well as notes 

from an in-person meeting that took place each weekend between myself and my critical friend. 

Written reflections were sent to the critical friend prior to the in-person meeting. Collecting 

qualitative and quantitative data for a self-study, as well as seeking out critical feedback through 

a third-party perspective, is essential to establishing the “trustworthiness” of self-study data 

(Loughran, 2007). Results were analyzed and conclusions were written between April 15 and 

June 15th 2019. 

Conclusion  

In the following chapters you will find the literature review (Chapter 2), research design 

(Chapter 3), findings and results (Chapter 4) and the conclusions of the study (Chapter 5). The 

literature review and research plan were developed from August 2018 to January 2019, and data 

collection was conducted between February and April, 2019. From April to June 2019 data 

analysis was conducted and conclusions from the study were drawn. The final report was 

submitted in August 2019.   
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review  

Introduction 

The objective of this literature review was to become well-versed in the historical and 

contemporary research on self-regulated learning (SRL), student autonomy, and intrinsic 

motivation, so that, as a self-study researcher, I could become well-positioned to shift my 

practice in a manner that supports these important capacities in young learners.  

The three dominant themes that emerged while completing this literature review on SRL 

were: 1. Ownership and Engagement, 2. Emotional Experience and 3. Setting Learning 

Intentions and Reflecting on Progress. Chapter two has been structured around these three key 

themes.    

 When students show strong capacity for self-regulated learning, they are able to set 

personally-meaningful goals, organize themselves effectively, and reflect effectively and 

honestly on their progress (Yang, 2006). The research discussed in this chapter makes a 

compelling case for why SRL skills need to be emphasized in our modern school systems.  

1. Ownership and Engagement 

 When students feel their learning activities in school are connected to some authentic, 

personally-relevant purpose, their levels of engagement are shown to be higher and more 

consistent over time (Yeager & Dweck, 2012; Zhao, 2012). Students’ willingness and 

commitment to focus on SRL capacity is deeply connected to their level ownership and 

engagement with learning (Mega et al., 2014).  

Contributing to the community. When students engage in a learning task with the 

expectation that their new knowledge will be put to effective use and for the benefit of others, 

they demonstrate stronger intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 1985). In a study aimed at 
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fostering intrinsic motivation in students, self-determination researchers Deci and Ryan (1985) 

gathered a group of college students and split them into two sections: one section was asked to 

read an article with the expectation they would have to teach the contents to another set of 

students, and another group was asked to study the article with the expectation that they would 

have to do an individual exam. Both sections were asked to do an exam on the material two 

weeks later. While the two sections performed similarly on the rote-memorization part of the 

exam, the section expecting to teach other students did significantly better on the part of the 

exam requiring more conceptual, creative thinking. The ‘student-teaching’ section also reported 

finding the experience more interesting, enjoyable, and engaging. For students to show stronger 

engagement with their learning and take more personal ownership, they must believe what they 

are doing is intrinsically valuable. When learning is also intended to benefit others, commitment 

to a task is also shown to increase (Berger et al., 2013; Deci and Ryan, 1985).  

Finding personally meaningful learning tasks. In their Handbook of Self-regulation, a 

comprehensive review of SRL studies undertaken in a range of school settings, Boekarts, 

Pintrich and Zeider (2005) argued that in most contemporary educational settings, “learning 

episodes tend to be fragmented, indirect experiences, steered by teacher-set goals” (p. 419). They 

described how although many teachers strive to give students opportunities to develop SRL 

skills, in order for students to engage in the process meaningfully, they need to develop learning 

objectives that are personally relevant and non-trivial. When students see the inherent value in a 

task before undertaking it, their level of reported effort increases substantially; coming to a 

personalized understanding of why a topic or skill is important is more meaningful for learners 

than being told it is important by a teacher. The authors described the critical “felt necessity” that 

is essential in cultivating powerful learning environments (Boekarts et al., 2005, p. 421). The 
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student’s awareness and recognition of the value of the task shape both their motivation and 

willingness to give sustained effort when faced with hurdles to learning. 

The perceived relevance of the tasks educators use to engage students also plays an 

important role in efforts to develop student’ SRL capacity. Deci and Ryan (1985) argued that 

when students see inherent value in the work they are asked to complete, they are more likely to 

experience autonomous motivation, and also achieve better results. For example, they found that 

when people are asked to learn content that they will be responsible for teaching others (as 

opposed to learning content for the purpose of taking a test), they show higher levels of retention, 

and also find the task more interesting, enjoyable, and engaging. For students to take more 

ownership over their learning, they need to believe what they are doing is intrinsically valuable. 

Student agency and life after school. Levels of achievement and motivation increase 

when students experience a higher degree of decision-making power in school and ample 

opportunities to exercise this power (Butler, 2002; Shernoff et al., 2003). In his work on Self-

efficacy Theory, Bandura (1997) described how “the inability to exert influence over things that 

adversely affect one’s life breeds apprehension, apathy, or despair” (p. 2). In many school 

contexts students lack a strong sense of self-efficacy, and students are pressured to complete 

tasks that they may feel are irrelevant to their current life or future goals. Students show stronger 

engagement when their learning tasks involve meaningful inquiry processes that connect their 

learning to real-world situations and problems, and when they are given a degree of autonomy 

(control over learning) and supported by positive role models (Berger et al., 2014; Roger & 

Freiburg, 1994). In order for students to become effective designers of their own learning, and 

avoid the experience of low confidence and motivation in school, and limited options after 
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graduation (Zhao, 2012), they must develop the essential SRL skills that will allow them to 

thrive as independent learners.  

The centrality of reading to SRL and strong engagement. For students to learn 

effectively in an autonomy-supportive learning environment, they must learn to read with 

increasing fluency and discernment for quality and relevance (Butler, Schnellert & Cartier 

(2013). Self-regulation strategies (i.e. planning, setting personal goals for improvement, 

monitoring progress, self-evaluation, and deploying relevant strategies) are integral to success in 

what Butler, Schnellert, and Cartier (2013) term “Learning through Reading (LTR)”. Many 

secondary teachers assume students have fundamental LTR skills and thus assign tasks requiring 

what they consider grade-level reading capacity. Butler and colleagues (2013) found that many 

students considered at risk of failure were struggling due to a lack of these fundamental LTR 

skills. Studying over 600 students from three multicultural BC school districts, Butler et al. 

(2013) found that, overall, students demonstrated limited use of self-regulation strategies such as 

planning for time, setting intentions, and utilizing relevant reading strategies while LTR, and less 

than half the students reported being actively engaged while undertaking LTR. While students 

demonstrated few active strategies for making personal meaning (i.e. thinking of examples, 

summarizing in own words, linking to other ideas), they showed a “stronger orientation toward 

rote learning and memorizing” (Butler et al., 2013, p. 87).  Among a class of Grade 8 Humanities 

students, it was found that students with higher self-perceptions of self-efficacy (competence and 

control) were better able to utilize SRL strategies (planning, predicting, goal-setting) to read 

effectively and actively construct useful, personal meaning from text. 

The authors found that students not deploying self-regulating reading strategies effectively 

showed lower reading outcomes, which in turn led to a range of other struggles in school, from 
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challenging behaviour to low concept retention. An unfortunate result is that students can be put 

into stigmatizing academic streams and labeled as unmotivated or academically deficient in some 

school environments (Bandura, 1997). In an intervention study, the authors developed an SRL-

promoting curriculum that teacher inquiry teams could use to shift the balance of their teaching 

time to supporting individual learning strategies, instead of teaching specific content. Many 

teachers were not previously explicit in targeting these personal learning habits. By spending 

more class time explicitly teaching and modeling personal learning habits, researchers have 

found students’ LTR capacity have improved, which also enhanced their capacity to self-

organize and regulate their learning.  

Embracing new challenges. When students have developed effective SRL skills such as 

goal-setting, time management, monitoring progress, and seeking feedback, they show a greater 

willingness to embrace new challenges and have higher perceptions of self-efficacy—the notion 

that if they set themselves to a novel or challenging task, with hard work and persistence they 

will be able to find success (Dweck, 2006; Zimmerman, 2008). Zimmerman (2008) also 

described that when students are supported in developing SRL skills, they report a decline in 

feelings of helplessness and show greater capacity and willingness to become active participants 

in their own learning process. 

With ever-increasing availability of information and ubiquitous digital technology in most 

parts of Canada, opportunities for enriched, audiovisual educational experiences have become 

widespread (Bjork et al., 2013). One can learn to play an instrument, fix an engine, or write 

engaging fiction all with the support of global experts, on-demand, through the use of YouTube 

and other online resources. The amount of information can be overwhelming, though, so it is 
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crucial for young people to develop the independent learning and self-management skills needed 

to take greater advantage of these opportunities. 

2. Emotional Experience  

How students experience their education from an emotional standpoint, both personally 

and socially, has been shown to have a significant impact on their current SRL capacity, as well 

as their motivation to improve these skills in the future (Zimmerman, 2008). When students feel 

safe, supported and part of a strong, purposeful learning community, they are more likely to put 

in the time and effort to become more effective independent learners (Berger, 2013). 

Developing trusting relationships. To foster SRL skills and a more autonomy-

supportive environment for young learners, it is essential that trusting relationships be 

established between the teacher and student. Zimmerman (2008) found that students who feel 

comfortable asking questions and seeking support generally experienced more success in a self-

regulated learning environment. It is often difficult for teachers to identify specific gaps in 

student understanding, especially in a class with a high number of students. Thus in order for 

gradual release of responsibility to be successful, it is important for students to feel confident 

advocating for themselves and reaching out to teachers when needed. The early expectations 

teachers set for their students in terms of responsibilities, choice, and shaping of the classroom 

environment, can have a significant impact on students’ future willingness to reach out for 

support (Trouilloud et al., 2006). For students to feel safe and supported in trying out new ideas 

and stretching their capacities, strong, collaborative relationships with adults in school and at 

home are essential (Guay et al., 2008). 

Zimmerman (2008) described how a student’s ability to utilize effective SRL processes 

increases their willingness to engage in the more open personal inquiry and ongoing learning 
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reflection essential to success in school and beyond. He argued that students with strong SRL 

capacity are better able to direct their own education rather than react to outside forces, and set 

their own direction for learning, monitoring their progress simultaneously. He found that 

students with greater SRL capacity also developed stronger relationships with their teachers and 

peers, and sought feedback more frequently. SRL skills help students become more aware of 

their needs and more confident reaching out for support. Students with lower SRL capacity have 

been shown to withdraw from learning activities more often when faced with a challenge, rather 

than ask their teacher or peers clarifying questions (Zimmerman, 2008).  

Pro-social behaviours and overcoming adversity. Bandura (1997) described how 

students who are confident managing their own learning processes and who are given 

opportunities to exercise independent decision-making tend to demonstrate more prosocial 

behaviours (p. 176). Becoming disengaged and alienated from academic endeavours can lead to 

a variety of problematic behaviour in young people, which can jeopardize their future prospects. 

SRL capacity has also been shown to make students more resilient when facing adversity in both 

their personal and academic lives (Trouilloud, Sarrazin, Bressoux, & Bois, 2006). Bandura 

(1997) argued that students who have developed strong self-regulatory academic skills are less 

vulnerable to the potential negative impacts (i.e. self-doubt, low confidence) of having teachers 

who are ineffective at meeting their needs or who have a low sense of professional efficacy. 

Students are obliged to work with many teachers and other professionals throughout their formal 

education, and some may not provide them appropriate levels of support, or they may lack a 

strong understanding of their learning needs. The better prepared students are to self-regulate 

their personal learning processes, the more resilient they will be when faced with difficult or 

stressful situations, both in and out of school.  
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Distributing responsibility and respecting contributions. Teachers expend considerable 

time, energy and creativity trying to engage students with course material and helping them 

develop their capacities in a specific discipline. A considerable body of research shows that by 

releasing some of this responsibility to students, and giving them opportunities to construct 

personalized methods for exploring topics and demonstrating their learning, their experience of 

school becomes more positive, and their intrinsic motivation increases (Berger et al., 2013; Clark 

2012).  

Boekarts et al. (2005) highlighted the importance of emotional experience when a student 

is engaged in a task and attempting to regulate and organize their learning processes. If a student 

feels their efforts or reflections on learning may cause embarrassment or harm to themselves or 

others, they are likely to disengage from these SRL processes, and can sometimes engage in 

counterproductive behaviour aimed at protecting their ego. Thus, building and maintaining a 

strong and supportive classroom culture that values the contributions and progress of all learners 

is critical.  

Positive emotions and academic performance. In a study of Italian undergraduate students 

from a range of academic backgrounds, Mega, Ronconi, and De Beni (2014) examined the 

linkages between emotions, self-regulated learning, and motivation as predictors of academic 

achievement. They found that students’ positive emotional experiences in school have a 

significant impact on their academic achievement and willingness and ability to overcome 

academic, social, and personal challenges. Students who experienced more positive emotions 

also showed more effective self-reflection and metacognitive abilities. These finding are relevant 

for students who struggle or feel alienated in traditional academic contexts.  
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 Personal learning beliefs and motivation. Mega and colleagues (2004) described how 

“beliefs and perceptions of self-efficacy are deeply rooted in past achievements, difficulties, and 

personal history” (p. 123). Students who experience a higher frequency of negative emotions in 

school, and who do not feel supported by their peers or teachers, are more likely to demonstrate a 

“performance-approach” to learning, where the emphasis is on comparing oneself to peers and 

feeling pressure to demonstrate competence publicly (Dweck, 2006; Mega, Ronconi & De Beni, 

2004). The authors compared this to a ‘mastery-approach’ to learning, where students feel more 

confident exploring their personal areas of growth and discussing these areas with their peers and 

teachers. When learners experience a higher degree of hope, pride, and enjoyment in their 

learning context, critical SRL skills such as personal goal-setting, seeking personal feedback, and 

organizing one’s time efficiently were all shown to improve, whereas learners who showed 

higher rates of boredom and hopelessness showed lower rates of these SRL capacities (Mega, 

Ronconi & De Beni, 2004) 

In order for students to be motivated to engage in SRL processes such as goal-setting and 

self-reflection in a meaningful way, they need to feel supported in their educational context and 

be comfortable exploring their personal learning journey in an open, communicative way. In the 

pursuit of high-quality educational environments, we must always remember the critical 

elements of joy, genuine interest, and connection, and how they factor into the experience of 

students and staff. Students who are explicitly taught SRL skills have shown improvement on a 

range social and emotional indicators critical to success and positive well-being in school 

(Zimmerman, 2008). Learning SRL skills such as self-evaluation, goal setting, self-monitoring, 

and time management have also been shown to decrease the incidence of students feeling 

helpless and alienated in school (Dent & Koenka, 2016). SRL includes the skills needed to 
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identify a problem or opportunity, set a workable plan, and move toward a resolution, seeking 

out support as needed. Teachers’ early expectations of students can have a powerful effect on 

students’ self-perception, motivation, and achievement. When the educational environment is 

supportive of SRL development and student autonomy—for example, when students are given a 

measure of choice and control over their engagement with curriculum, and their perspectives are 

taken into account—the potential impact of negative teacher expectations/interaction is mitigated 

(Trouilloud et al., 2006). 

Teacher’s decisions and dispositions. SRL development can be advanced meaningfully 

by a teacher’s curriculum decisions and communication with students. Reeve and Jang (2006) 

conducted a study of 72 pairs of teacher candidates in order to determine which teacher qualities 

and decisions encouraged development of SRL capacity and a more SRL-supportive classroom 

environment. A range of teacher dispositions have been shown to enhance students’ perceived 

sense of control in the classroom, notably time spent listening to students’ wants and needs for 

their learning, and incorporating this new information into the teacher’s pedagogy and classroom 

structure. Students’ increase in perceived autonomy has shown to increase engagement, interest, 

enjoyment, and performance at learning tasks, all factors critical to effective SRL development 

(Mega et al., 2014).   

The role of caregivers in SRL development. Caregivers play an essential role in helping 

young people develop SRL skills, as they gradually give them more autonomy and decision-

making power as they move through adolescence (Guay, Ratelle, & Chanal, 2008). Some actions 

and attitudes caregivers can do and show to support these capacities include: recognizing their 

child’s perspective, providing them choice when possible, and providing rationales for why their 

child sometimes needs to perform less interesting activities for the sake of getting important 
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tasks done (i.e. preparing food, cleaning their room). Students who feel they are making 

decisions for themselves and who feel a sense of control over their environment experience 

better outcomes (behavioural, cognitive, and affective), which translates into greater persistence, 

school satisfaction, and graduation rates (Guay, Ratelle, & Chanal, 2008) 

For young people to develop effective SRL skills and autonomy in both home and school 

contexts, it is important that they develop ways to communicate their learning and curiosity, and 

grow in confidence with these skills over time (Chang, Liang, Shu, Tseng, & Lin (2016). 

Engaging in meaningful, reciprocal dialogue with families and teachers can have wide-ranging 

benefits for students and help them develop a sense of ownership over their learning and 

emerging skillset. In order for students, families, and all other stakeholders to gain a clear picture 

of learning in a student-centred environment, the student must be engaged meaningfully in the 

process, not passively receiving praise, judgments, and grades (Berger et al., 2013). 

3. Setting Learning Intentions and Reflecting on Progress 

 When students are given guidance and opportunities to set meaningful goals for their 

learning and actively reflect on their progress, they are shown to demonstrates stronger SRL 

capacity and academic outcomes (Berger et al., 2013; Morisano, Hirsh, Peterson, Pihl, & Shore, 

2010). When learning becomes a primarily student-directed process, education becomes more 

empowering and yields a range of personal, social and performance benefits for the learner 

(Zhao, 2012; Zimmerman, 2008). 

Ownership and understanding of learning targets. Barry Zimmerman (2011), a 

pioneering researcher on SRL theory, developed a “Cyclical Phases Model” for SRL 

development, which includes the three stages: 1. Forethought (goal-setting, strategic planning), 

2. Performance (imagery, self-instruction, attention focusing) and 3. Self-reflection (causal 
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attribution, self-evaluation). In a number of studies (DiBenedetto & Zimmerman, 2013; Kitsantas 

& Zimmerman, 2002), it was shown that the more training, time, and focus put on these three 

phases of SRL development, the better students performed in academic, social/emotional, and 

athletic domains. By intentionally supporting SRL skills in school and giving students 

opportunities for self-reflection, a growing number of researchers are finding that students show 

more capacity and motivation to take ownership and control over their learning, and as a result, 

levels of intrinsic motivation and academic performance both increased (Morris, Usher & Chen, 

2017; Reeve & Jang, 2006). 

In their book Leaders of their Own Learning, Berger and colleagues (2014) described 

expeditionary learning as a process in which students connect course objectives to real-world 

scenarios, preferably in a local context, and are active in the process of setting their learning 

objectives. The authors argued that when students are engaged in the process of setting and 

writing learning objectives, they are more likely to experience personal resonance with learning 

goals, as they will be more suitable to their age-specific understanding and context. In this 

learning environment, the objectives take on more relevance, and for students to become more 

accountable for their learning, they need to internalize learning goals in a way that is personally 

meaningful. By getting students to grapple with, and ask clarifying questions regarding learning 

goals, they can eventually explore the targets themselves and take more agency over how to 

demonstrate their learning. 

Morris and colleagues (2016) also described the importance of having students set personal 

learning intentions and monitoring their progress, and the impact this can have on their sense of 

self-efficacy. They recognized that “self-reflections can have a profound influence on one’s 

subsequent behavior; beliefs about one’s personal efficacy are often more predictive of 
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behaviour, motivation, and feelings than are previous levels of performance” (p. 797). In order to 

become effective independent learners, students need to believe that they are capable and in 

control of their future progress, that they are in the ‘driver’s seat’ when it comes to their 

academic and personal growth. 

Shared ownership over assessment and setting objectives. When students are made 

active partners in how their progress is monitored and how they are evaluated, they show a 

greater rate of development in SRL capacity (Butler, 2002). Clark (2012) described the 

reciprocal student-teacher dynamic of formative assessment and the development of strategies 

used by self-regulated learners. Clark (2012) found that if the expectation is set for students to 

actively reflect on their learning process and set action-oriented goals for improvement, their 

ability to organize and set future goals will be enhanced.  

Setting meaningful learning objectives and developing workable action plans is critical for 

students’ sense of confidence and self-efficacy (Zimmerman, 2008). In a collaborative study 

between the University of Toronto and University of Montreal, Morisano, Hirsh, Peterson, Pihl, 

and Shore (2010) conducted an intervention study aimed at improving commitment levels among 

undergraduate students. The increasing rate of students not finishing their degree in the expected 

four years, or at all, was the impetus for this study. Researchers hypothesized that by focusing on 

a rigorous goal-setting process, in which students would gain a greater sense of clarity and 

ownership over their personal learning objectives, students’ enthusiasm and sense of self-

efficacy toward their studies would improve, thus improving their achievement and overall 

completion rates. Morisano et al. (2010) found that given the structure and opportunity to reflect 

on one’s personal goals in-depth, the academic performance of students in the intervention group 

improved, along with an increase in positive emotions such as calmness (reduced stress) and 
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improved satisfaction with life. They went on to describe how “the establishment of clear goals 

also appears to increase enthusiasm…goal clarity increases persistence, making individuals less 

susceptible to the undermining effects of anxiety, disappointment and frustration” (Morisano et 

al., 2010, p. 256).   

As students work toward meaningful personal goals, their feelings of self-efficacy are 

enhanced, which in turn leads them to plan further goals in the future (Zimmerman, 2008). In 

secondary schools, goal-setting exercises are often done in a cursory manner as they are not 

usually associated with marks or grades, and students are not accustomed to reflecting on their 

own learning objectives in a meaningful and sustained way. When a student is asked what their 

goal for a course is, the response, very often, is to “get a good grade”, or something related. If 

given the time to develop in-depth personal goals, and, importantly, if students come to see the 

value in these exercises, personal goal-setting can become a meaningful tool for empowerment in 

secondary education. 

Broadening measures of achievement: valuing reflective capacity. Bjork, Dunlosky, 

and Cornell (2013) identified four characteristics of the “sophisticated learner”: 1) understanding 

architecture of human learning and memory, 2) knowledge of storage-enhancing techniques and 

activities, 3) ability to monitor one’s learning, and 4) understanding one’s biases. They described 

how students with the skills to monitor and reflect on their learning process tend to engage more 

effectively. They recognized that people are more effective learners when they are participating, 

constructing, falling short, and repeating, rather than passively taking in decontextualized 

information. Also, when students are able to effectively manage their learning conditions (i.e. 

physical space/location, timing, variety, breaks), they are shown to be more successful in formal 

and informal learning contexts.  
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Due to the highly routinized structure of many K-12 schools, many young people are not 

given enough meaningful opportunities to shape learning conditions in a manner that is effective 

for them in school. This gap in skill development is crucial, because these self-management 

strategies could continue to work for them in the professional world and other contexts after they 

leave school. In their 2013 review of school-based SRL studies, Bjork and colleagues found that 

many traditional learning environments discourage students from making errors or showing the 

appearance of struggling with academic concepts. When students feel that their value as learners 

is based on their ability to appear confident and competent, regardless of the amount they are 

stretching or furthering their learning, their progress can be hindered. As the authors described, 

“making errors appears to create opportunities for learning” (Bjork et al., 2013, p. 435). Thus, we 

need to develop learning contexts and methods of assessment that reward students’ struggles and 

persistent curiosity, as well the demonstration of prior knowledge and skills. When students are 

able to reflect honestly and effectively as to where they personally fall short and need to 

improve, they will be better prepared to meet challenges moving forward (Yeager & Dweck, 

2012).  

In an effort to analyze the key elements of SRL and measure their impact on academic 

achievement, Yang (2005) sampled 757 Korean high school students and conducted a survey to 

measure their cognitive, motivational, and behavioural characteristics, and drew linkages to their 

academic outcomes.  An objective of this study was to show the interconnectedness of these 

three elements of learning, and how high capacity in all three domains can help students improve 

learning outcomes. For example, though a student can regulate their cognitive functions in a 

class, they may lack effective behaviour management, and thus struggle in their overall learning 
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process. They also found that students who showed higher rates of motivation and positive affect 

in school were able to better regulate cognitive and behavioural domains. 

Yang (2005) situated SRL as a key area for focus and improvement in schools, and 

compared the relationship between SRL capacity and achievement, versus IQ scores and 

achievement. Yang found that students who had high IQ scores but low SRL capacity 

demonstrated poor academic outcomes when compared to students who demonstrated strong 

SRL capacity in all three domains, even if they had lower IQ scores. The findings of this study 

highlight the malleability of SRL capacity and the positive impact these skills can have for 

learners of all ages. 

The importance of student self-reflection and giving students a range of ways to 

demonstrate their learning was a strong theme from the literature on SRL. Chang, Liang, Shu, 

Tseng, and Lin (2016) found that when students were taught strategies for self-reflection and 

given ample opportunities to communicate their learning through portfolios, they demonstrated a 

higher degree of autonomy in their learning.  

In a study of vocational high school students in Taiwan, researchers (Chang et al., 2016) 

examined the effectiveness of reflective e-portfolios in enhancing students’ SRL and 

independent-learning capacity. Students who were able to develop and demonstrate strong skills 

in self-reflection (using the researcher-designed system) were shown to also demonstrate 

stronger capacities in self-organization, meaningfully reflection on feedback, and other SRL 

skills. They found that while reflection using e-portfolios enhanced students’ SRL, students 

needed to be properly supported throughout the process through modelling (p. 333). Thus, 

educators must support students in their development of strong SRL capacity, rather than 
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creating tools and expecting them to self-navigate, which can build anxiety over an increased 

workload and uncertainty regarding new ways of thinking and learning.  

Developing the skills to reflect, organize and learn independently has also proven crucial in 

language learning contexts. Hu and Zhang (2017) found high-school aged Chinese English 

Language Learners (ELL) students were not developing functional English skills after up to 10 

years of schooling in English communication. They hypothesized that the skill and effectiveness 

of the teacher was not nearly as essential as the active reflection, goal-setting, participation and 

motivation of the learner both inside and outside of school. Researchers believed that the greater 

degree of agency over these areas that learners were given, the more advanced their language 

skills would become (Hu & Zhang, 2017, p. 147). The authors helped to implement the APLA 

(Action Plan for Learner Autonomy) over the course of a year, which included opportunities for 

collaborative learning (belonging/relatedness), encouraging students to make their own choices 

and take responsibility for learning, and opportunities to reflect on learning process through 

learning logs (self-assessment). Progress in self-regulated learning took two months to be shown, 

and some teachers were frustrated with the process at first (Hu & Zhang, 2017).  However, 

sticking with the approach eventually yielded positive results in terms of language development 

and improved enthusiasm and participation among students, as shown in both qualitative (student 

narratives and feedback) and quantitative measures (student surveys). Butler and colleagues 

(2013) also found that students’ reading skills improved when students were encouraged to 

reflect on their progress and their various strengths and weakness around literacy skills. These 

case studies illustrate how a shift in mindset toward SRL development can take time and 

persistence, however the pressure to see instant results should not cause educators to move away 

from these strategies, as benefits have been shown to manifest in the long term.  
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Tools for goal-setting and SRL enhancement. The use of organization and time 

management tools is important for effective SRL development. Ariel, Dunlosky, and Bailey 

(2009) conducted four experiments with undergraduate students to measure the impact student 

agendas can have on learners’ willingness to choose tasks perceived as difficult over those 

perceived as easy. When using an effective agenda system, students were more likely to choose 

difficult tasks if the perceived benefits were greater than that of easy tasks. Students not using 

the chosen agenda system were less likely to dedicate time to difficult tasks, and had difficulty 

weighing the benefits and costs associated. Students’ ability to make effective choices regarding 

their time is essential to becoming a strong self-regulated learner, and families play a key role in 

promoting and supporting this capacity. 

Conclusion 

After completing this literature review on SRL and SRL-supportive learning 

environments, I found that when students are given increased responsibility and freedom in their 

school context, levels of intrinsic motivation and academic performance both increase. However, 

it is crucial that this increased autonomy is coupled with effective, intentional teaching of key 

SRL skills. Given the level of disengagement and low motivation many Canadian students 

experience in traditional academic contexts (Butler et al., 2013), a shift to more empowering, 

SRL-supporting pedagogy and learning environments is imperative. Through this literature 

review I was able to identify key themes that guided the design of my self-study aimed at 

supporting students’ SRL capacity in a high school context. This research design is presented in 

Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 – Methodology and Methods 

Context for Research Design 

The research question guiding this self-study thesis was: How do I shift my teaching 

practices to best support self-regulated learning (SRL) in students? To shift my teaching practice 

to support SRL in students, I focused on three key SRL-enhancing areas, rooted in the findings 

from the literature review presented in Chapter 2. These areas were:  

1. Emotional Experience (Mega et al., 2014; Guay et al., 2008; Trouilloud et al., 2006) 

2. Ownership and Engagement (Butler et al., 2013; Zimmerman, 2008)  

3. Setting Learning Intentions (Berger et al., 2014; Reeve & Jang, 2006; Shernoff et al., 

2003). 

In this chapter, I describe the self-study research design, including the rationale for selecting the 

self-study methodology and the context for data collection. 

Self-study as a Methodology 

The self-study methodology was chosen to explore the research question because, as 

educators, self-examination and reflection are core to our successful professional development 

and improving outcomes for students. Hamilton, Smith and Worthington (2011) define the self-

study method as “a look at self in action, usually within educational contexts” (p. 17). Our ability 

to reflect honestly and openly about our practice, and grapple with our most vexing and 

persistent challenges, can lead to significant and lasting improvements in student learning (Berry 

& Russel, 2016). Critical to the self-study process is our willingness and ability to share our 

intentions and become vulnerable to others, and through this, “we work towards more informed 

understandings of self and practice” (Berry & Russel, 2016, p. 115).  
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Research Site and My Role 

This self-study was conducted at a small high school of approximately 275 students, 

grades 8-12, in a remote northern community in British Columbia. Approximately 40% of the 

student population are Indigenous and/or have Indigenous ancestry. Historically there has been a 

focus on trades education at the school, and many families work in the oil and gas industry and 

other resource sectors.  

My role at the school is as an English and Humanities teacher, and 2018/2019 was my 

fifth year teaching in this community (sixth year overall). Since my first year teaching I have 

strived to make classes student-centred and project-based, and have sought to include community 

members whenever possible. I think I have experienced generally positive outcomes with this 

approach, however there have always been a good number of students who have struggled with 

the additional freedom that comes in more inquiry-oriented learning environments. This 

challenge, along with the success and motivation I have observed in students who are able to 

manage their own learning processes effectively, is what drew me to a self-study exploring SRL-

supportive teaching practice. The courses I teach are usually mandatory courses in the Language 

Arts and Humanities; I hope that by giving students more freedom and helping them build strong 

SRL capacity, these courses can become more motivating and applicable to students’ interests, 

and that these skills for independent learning will help them thrive in contexts outside school as 

well.   

Research Design 

 A mixed methods approach, using both qualitative and quantitative data, was used for 

this study. By drawing on multiple forms of data, the goal was to utilize both narrative and 

statistical information to gain a broader understanding of the research question and also gain 
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further insight into my personal teaching practice. Creswell (2008) highlighted that the 

combination of numbers and stories can help policy-makers when drawing on academic literature 

to inform decision making, as mixed methods studies can provide a more complete 

understanding of study topic, thus broadening their potential reach (p. 537-538). Creswell also 

described how the “triangulation” of different forms of data collection can “blend the strengths 

of one type of method and neutralize the weaknesses of the other” (p. 538), thus increasing the 

likelihood of a study yielding useful and transferable results. While, the focus of this self-study 

was improving my own practice, I hope that the findings might support future discussions 

surrounding how to support teachers in implementing strategies that support SRL capacity in 

students. 

Data Collection 

 The mixed method design used for this self-study was concurrent triangulation, whereby 

both qualitative and quantitative data were brought together simultaneously for analysis. This 

method was utilized so that daily survey data could be cross-referenced with weekly written 

reflections, either to ensure consistency or discuss any divergent data.  

Quantitative Data - Self-Survey Daily Checklist 

Through the months of November and December 2018, a nine-point, self-survey 

checklist was developed to help gauge how well the three key objectives were being met, and to 

help identify any barriers that were present. By identifiying and measuring these teacher 

objectives consistently, every school day, over a period of three months (February to April 

2019), I was able to gain a clearer picture of the specific strengths and areas for growth in terms 

of SRL-promotion in my practice, and critically examine how to improve my practice. Data was 
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collected during an English 11 course with approximately 24 students enrolled. This time period 

was chosen as it coincided with the beginning of a new semester.  

For Objective One on the self-study daily checklist – “Emotional Experience: Trust and 

Relationships”, an important SRL-promoting condition (Zimmerman, 2008) – I used a five-point 

Likert scale to measure three factors daily:  

1. Am I making myself available for 1-to-1 student questions during class (i.e. not giving 

privilege only to students comfortable speaking during group discussion)?  

2. Am I positively acknowledging each student in the room at least once per class?  

3. Am I making myself available outside of class and encouraging students to reach out 

before or after school as a way to improve their performance in the course? 

For Objective Two – “Setting Learning Intentions: Intrinsic Motivation” – I measured 

three factors daily: 

1. Am I giving students accessible frameworks for setting personal learning intentions 

for the class that are in line with provincial curriculum? 

2. Am I giving students reasonable time to set personal learning intentions? 

3. Am I giving students adequate support to set personal learning intentions? 

For Objective Three – “Ownership over Learning Process: Student-engaged Curriculum 

and Assessment” – I measured three factors daily: 

1. Am I teaching students effective methods for assessing and revising their work? 

2. Am I giving students decision-making power over how they engage with the 

curriculum? 

3. Am I giving students adequate opportunities to discuss their current level and 

progress in the course? 
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This daily survey instrument was developed from the key findings of the SRL literature and 

served as a quick check on my practice that guided my written reflections.   

Qualitative Data – Written Reflections 

For the length of the data colleciton period, I wrote a 30-minute reflection for the week at 

the end of the school day every Friday. These written reflections were guided by the following 

three-question framework:  

1. How effectively am I implementing SRL-enhancing teaching practice?  

2. What are the challenges or barriers to implementing more effective SRL-enhancing 

teaching practice?  

3. How is my experience as a teacher changing as a result of this intentional shift in 

practice?  

These written reflections allowed me to consider how effectively I was working toward SRL-

promoting pedagogy, and set intentions for the following week. The data collected revealed how 

the research process impacted my experience as an educator and further clarified the specific 

challenges and opportunities presented through the study. By including this narrative strategy in 

my data collection, and considering how the research process impacted me as an educator, I 

explored how shifting classroom and pedagogical decisions impact all aspects of an educator’s 

mindset, well-being and motivation (Hamilton et al., 2008).  

Trustworthiness and the Critical Friend 

To maintain strong objectivity in this study, and to establish the “trustworthiness” that is 

essential to self-study research (Hamilton et al., 2008), data was triangulated from daily 

checklists, weekly written reflections, and weekly meetings with a critical friend. Data from 

students was not collected as part of this self-study. 
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On either a Saturday or Sunday, I met with my critical friend to share my written 

reflection from the previous week, discuss the implementation of the research method, and any 

challenges I experienced while engaged in the process. My critical friend provided key insights 

into the research process and helped sharpen my focus on the research question, which I felt 

improved the validity of the results. To include a critical friend as part of this self-study, I 

applied for ethics approval from the Vancouver Island University Research Ethics Board in 

December of 2018 and received approval of my research design in January 2019. As Loughran 

(2007) argued, self-study research is “dramatically strengthened by drawing on alternative 

perspectives and reframing of situations” (p. 12) and can move the self-study scope beyond that 

of the singular and personalized.  

 My critical friend was a teacher at the same high school; we had worked together for over 

four years leading up to the study. Prior to this self-study we frequently discussed education 

matters and our school community, and have given each other feedback throughout our careers. 

My critical friend provided feedback on the data collection process during a weekly conversation 

and also provided insights during the data analysis process. 

Data Analysis - Quantitative 

 From late April 2019 until mid-May 2019, the daily checklists were tabulated using a 

spreadsheet and displayed using a graphing tool. This process made clear which areas caused 

challenges, and which areas exhibited a more seamless transition during the self-study. The data 

tabulated allowed me to analyze trends in the implementation of SRL-enhancing pedagogy and 

better assess my strengths and challenges in these areas moving forward.  
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Data Analysis - Qualitative 

After seven weeks of data collection (culminating on April 15, 2019) the weekly written 

reflections were printed for review and analysis. The first time reading through the weekly 

reflections, I did not take notes or begin any formal coding process, but mainly wanted to 

familiarize myself with the self-reflection data and get a general sense for key trends over the 

seven weeks as I shifted my practice to promote SRL capacity in students.  

During the first coding process of the qualitative data (Miles, Huberman, & Saldana, 

2014), each sentence from the weekly reflections was examined and coded, with many sentences 

containing two or more codes. For example, the following statement was taken from the Week 

One reflection: “A key element of SRL capacity is setting personal learning intentions, and when 

I consider asking students to set their own personal learning intentions (Code 3), I usually 

assume I need to better prepare students for this task (Code 4), or it will not be completed to any 

productive effect.” From this sentence, two codes were used (shown in italics): (Code 3) “setting 

learning intentions” and (Code 4) “preparation for SRL development”. Adding codes beside the 

sentences allowed me to quickly reference the table and consider the prevalence of this code in 

the weekly reflections. A complete list of the codes used in this study are presented and 

discussed in Chapter 4.  

Once an initial list of codes was created during the first coding process (24 codes total), a 

second coding session was completed, and additional codes were tallied. After the first coding 

process, I gained a strong sense for the initial list of codes and was better able to 

comprehensively code the sentences and ensure all relevant codes were applied.  

During the second coding process, the comprehensive list of codes was found to apply to 

additional segments. For example, code 17 was first created and listed during week three, 
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however after going through the reflections during the second coding process, it was found to 

apply to other segments as well.   

Another example from week one, the following segment was coded “2” (Time allocation) 

and “7” (Inquiry and student driven pedagogy): “If SRL is going to be the focus, I need to make 

sure classroom minutes reflect the importance of these capacities, and I take active steps to 

remove myself from the centre of the classroom”.  During the second coding process, the code 

“17” (Shifting mindset - student/teacher dynamic) was added. So after the second coding round, 

this segment was coded (2, 7, 17). During this second coding process I began to see broad 

themes emerging from the journals (i.e. time allocation, language accessibility), and noted these 

themes in a separate document. These themes will be presented and discussed in Chapter 4.  

Examining the frequency of codes through this multi-round process allowed me to 

systematically explore and explain how my teaching practice was shaped by the six-week self-

study. In late May of 2019 the implications of the self-study were written up, and the study’s 

impact on the field of SRL was discussed, drawing connections to the literature explored in 

Chapter Two. 

Limitations 

A limitation of this study is that students were not invited to be research participants, and 

thus their perspective on the research question is not included in the analysis. The ultimate goal 

of educational research should be to improve learning outcomes for students, and not including 

their voices in the data collection limited the scope of the final analysis. 

The data was collected at the beginning of a course, when teacher-student and student-

student relationships were just being formed and classroom expectations and procedural tasks 

were being established; the findings may have been more revealing as they relate to SRL if they 
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were taken when the course was coming to its concluding weeks, and the culture of the class was 

more fully established.  
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Chapter 4: Findings and Results 

The purpose of this self-study was to systematically explore how to shift my teaching 

practice to support self-regulated learning (SRL) in students. SRL-enhancing teaching strategies 

were identified through the literature review process, and both qualitative (Weekly Written 

Reflection) and quantitative (Daily Checklist) tools were created based on the existing SRL 

research. The daily checklists were used to inform my weekly written reflections, which are the 

focus of the analysis in this chapter. 

 After working through the qualitative weekly reflections in an iterative (five total rounds) 

and systematic manner as described in Chapter 3, I began to see clear trends in how my thinking 

and teaching practice evolved as I endeavored to foster SRL capacity in students. 

Coding Process for Qualitative Data (Weekly Written Reflections) 

Table 1 below outlines the 24 codes that were identified from the Weekly Written 

Reflections. The left column lists the codes that were derived from the first three readings and 

coding sessions of the qualitative weekly reflections. In the brackets are the frequencies each 

code was found, and in the right column is a quote illustrating an example. Some of the excerpts 

listed in the right column are listed under multiple codes as over multiple readings they were 

found to apply to more than one code heading.  
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Table 1 

Code Names that Emerged from Weekly Written Reflections 

Implementing 
SRL Strategies 
(3) 

“Through week one of our English 11 course, I recognize that I need to do a more 
effective job of implementing self-regulated learning (SRL) strategies, and give 
this a more prominent place in the classroom” 

Time allocation 
(21) 

“I feel pressure to “keep things rolling” in the class, and oftentimes this prevents 
me from giving more responsibility to students for setting learning objectives, 
pursuing inquiry-driven work, and generally taking more ownership for their 
learning” 

Setting learning 
intentions (14) 

“In order to set meaningful learning intentions, a strong understanding of the 
objectives is essential, and in English Language Arts (ELA) this is sometimes 
easier said than done” 

Teacher 
preparation for 
SRL development 
(9) 

“I need to develop a more effective way to have students engage with course 
objectives so that they are deeply involved in the process, and it becomes 
accessible to them” 

Student/teacher 
trust (5) 

“When teaching in this fashion I feel more confident keeping students accountable 
for their progress, and this in turn allows me to communicate progress to 
families” 

Student 
ownership (9) 

“By focusing on specific objectives as a class students can gain a deeper, more 
personalized understanding of the objective, and they can think about ways to 
meet and exceed these objectives in a manner that works well with their interests 
and learning style” 

Inquiry and 
student driven 
pedagogy 
(agency) (10) 

“Developing a trusting and positive relationship with learners will be helpful as I 
encourage them to pursue creative and personal work and develop their SRL 
capacity”  

Understanding 
objectives (7) 

“From the outset this week I focused on students setting learning intentions and 
tried to describe the importance of this process to the class” 

Student self-
assessment (8) 

“I started with one or two objectives per block, over the course of a few classes, 
so students could stay focused on achievable progress” 

Impact on 
learning (8) 

“Giving students a framework for understanding their progress and grade in a 
course is essential, but I am still struggling with how to achieve this in a 
meaningful and impactful way” 

Relationship 
building (9) 

“Giving students more freedom to pursue areas of interest helps me find avenues 
for building connection with learners”  
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Student 
acknowledgement 
(2) 

“I am trying hard to acknowledge each student at least once in a class, and I am 
making considerable time available for 1 to 1 conferencing in class so that 
students who are unavailable before or after school can still get the support they 
need” 

Students 
conferences, 
feedback (10) 

“Finding the time to review student work 1 to 1 is a consistent challenge, 
especially classroom management issues need to be dealt with” 

Balancing 
structure and 
freedom (5) 

“When trying to promote SRL in students they also need to be kept accountable, 
and I am finding it difficult to find the time to keep students accountable” 

Taking task 
seriously (8) 

“My belief is that students will complete this task either very quickly or in a 
cursory manner, which will have limited impact on their learning” 

Language 
accessibility 
(objectives) (12) 

“I projected provincial objectives on the front screen and helped students put 
them into language that is accessible and meaningful”  

Shifting mindset 
(student/teacher/f
amily dynamic) 
(19) 

“I feel pressure at times to create a more structured or guided approach to 
projects and assignments, however finding a strong balance between freedom and 
guidance will continue to be a challenge”  

Task 
prioritization (10) 

“Creating a system for this practice that can be carried in a time-limited 
environment will be beneficial” 

Classroom 
management (2) 

“I introduced the objectives in a surface manner and focused the majority of time 
on teacher-led exploration of class topics and project work” 

Student reporting, 
accountability 
and progress (15) 

“Developing a consistent and authentic system for tracking progress will be 
integral to my practice moving forward”  

Communication 
with families (5) 

“Communication with students’ families is an area for improvement in future 
weeks - I will try to connect with at least two families every day after school to 
review both students’ successes and struggles, with a focus on how well they using 
SRL strategies such as time management, goal setting, and seeking support” 

Student 
disengagement 
(5) 

“For teachers with multiple family and community commitments, keeping in touch 
with families and holding disengaged students accountable is a challenge” 

Personalization 
(8) 

“I do not think the approach I was taking in terms of objective setting, and hoping 
to personalize the process, was working” 

Emotional 
experience (7) 

“Developing a trusting and positive relationship with learners will be helpful as I 
encourage them to pursue creative and personal work and develop their SRL 
capacity” 
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Identification of Key Themes from Qualitative Data 

To narrow the focus of this data, I began grouping the codes into broader, overarching 

themes that captured common features of multiple codes (Miles et al., 1994). The four themes 

were: Time Management, Learner Mindset and Expectations, SRL Implementation and 

Relationships. I started by listing the codes that appeared most frequently in the qualitative data 

at the top of a table, then began grouping related codes underneath in order of frequency 

(frequency listed in brackets). Four overarching themes were created from the full list of codes, 

and each theme was given a title heading.  

Impact of the Four Themes  

The four key themes - Time Management, Learner Mindset and Expectations, SRL 

Implementation and Relationships - are interrelated, however categorizing them in this manner 

allowed for a more focused analysis of the specific themes. After the first three readings and two 

coding sessions, the evaluative coding method was utilized in a fourth reading (Miles et al., 

2014). Over the course of this fourth reading, I noticed that the four prominent themes would 

arise in one of three ways: a way that was contributing to my SRL-enhancing objectives, a way 

that was relatively neutral, or a way that was detracting from the SRL-enhancing objectives. 

Miles and colleagues (2014) described the utility of using an evaluative method when themes or 

topics arise in qualitative research that can have varied impacts on the study’s objectives (p. 7). 

Each time one of the four major themes came up, I evaluated whether the theme was having a 

positive, neutral or negative impact on the SRL-enhancing objectives set out at the beginning of 

the study. The codes were listed as follows: P (Positive impact), N (Neutral), and NE (Negative 

impact).  
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An example from week one’s journal reflection can be used to illustrate this evaluative 

coding process. The start of the second paragraph states, “I feel pressure to ‘keep things rolling’ 

in the class, and oftentimes this prevents me from giving more responsibility to students for 

setting learning objectives, pursuing inquiry-driven work, and generally taking more ownership 

for their learning.” I identified two themes in this sentence (“Time” and “Relationships”), and 

each theme was considered to have a negative impact on the SRL-enhancing objectives of the 

study. After examining this reflection and specific sentence, I concluded that, at the outset of the 

study, I believed using the finite minutes of the class block for students setting learning 

intentions would not be an efficient use of class learning time. At this stage of the study I also 

chose not to give additional responsibility to students for taking on these SRL-enhancing tasks, 

showing a lack of trust, a value essential to strong relationship-building, another core element of 

SRL-supportive classrooms. Both of these decisions did not advance the SRL-enhancing 

objectives of the self-study, thus they were both coded negative. As a result, this sentence was 

coded with “Time-NE” and “Relationships-NE”. 

Once evaluative coding was added into the data, I gained a better sense of the impact 

each key theme had on the study. In the four sections following, each theme will be explored in 

depth, using excerpts from the journal entries to illustrate how the self-study was shaped by these 

four dominant themes. 

Theme #1 - Time Management 

A recurring theme in my weekly reflections was that spending significant class time on 

SRL-enhancing exercises (i.e. allowing students to set learning objectives and self-reflect on 

their learning progress) would not be an effective use of the scarce minutes of the block. This 

mindset presented a barrier to the self-study objective, as I often cut these exercises short in 
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favour of other learning tasks. My belief prior to the study was that in order to shift my practice 

to support students’ SRL capacity, significant classroom minutes would need to be focused on 

SRL skills specifically. During the study I often felt pressure to manage the classroom and guide 

learning in a more hands-on, direct way, thus there was often little time left for student goal-

setting, setting learning intentions, and in-depth self-reflection, all important SRL-enhancing 

exercises as identified in the literature review. 

Doubting the process, reimagining my role. When I began to focus on SRL-enhancing 

exercises in class during the self-study, my recurring belief was that the time would not be of 

high value and that the exercises would not be taken seriously. This belief challenged my 

perception of my role as the teacher, as the one who must keep learning focused and productive. 

This excerpt from week two’s reflection is illustrative of my inner dialogue at this time: “I feel 

obligated as the classroom teacher to make our minutes together as impactful as possible, and 

this is what is preventing me from spending significant time in class focusing on student self-

assessment and goal setting”. This segment was coded “Time-Neg” as my perception of how 

time should be spent prevented me from explicitly teaching SRL skills in a comprehensive way. 

This aspect of my belief system and teaching mindset frequently prevented me from committing 

to SRL-enhancing pedagogy during the early stages of the self-study. 

Throughout the self-study the theme of time management was very much bound up with 

my perception of the teacher’s expected role in classroom (the teacher-student dynamic), as well 

as what I believed students and their families would expect from me. In week five’s reflection I 

described my reasoning for spending little time on student goal-setting and self-reflection as “too 

far outside the norm of regular ‘classwork’”. I decided to explore these essential SRL skills in 

only a cursory manner because I thought students would not consider the processes important for 
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their grade and thus would not put forward the necessary thought and attention to detail. In my 

experience and observations prior to the self-study, I noticed that when students are asked to 

reflect and write down their learning goals before a task, or to reflect on their performance or the 

performance of their peers after completing an assignment, they do not often complete the task 

with strong effort, as they are not accustomed to taking reflective exercises seriously in school. 

When spending time on more ‘teacher-guided’ learning tasks, I felt we were all making more 

productive use of our class blocks together, and this belief led me to limit certain SRL-enhancing 

tasks such as goal-setting and self-reflection. 

Keeping students accountable. Through the coding processes, the time management 

theme frequently connected with the topic of student accountability. Throughout the self-study 

my belief was that by giving students time to focus on SRL skills specifically, or on project work 

that required a high degree of SRL capacity, I would be creating an environment where many 

students would be unaccountable for their work, and could spend significant portions of their 

time off-task or being otherwise unproductive. In week 4’s reflection I described the issue of 

class time use and student accountability: “When I create more structured work for students to 

complete, I feel more in control of the learning environment and more capable of holding 

students accountable.” This segment was coded “Time-Neg”; my desire to keep students 

accountable for a high standard of work, as well as my own need for control in the classroom, 

often compelled me to limit the amount of autonomy students had, thus limited their 

opportunities for effective self-regulation.  

  SRL enhancement intertwined with curriculum choice. Through my analysis of the 

weekly reflections it became clear that focusing specifically on SRL skills, separate from 

engaging learning tasks and strong relationships, was largely ineffective through the self-study 
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period. By the end of the data collection process, I began to see how students’ SRL capacity 

could be more effectively built through project and inquiry-driven work, rather than teaching the 

SRL skills in isolation.  

The chart below (Figure 1) approximates, on average, how I would allot class time prior 

to the self-study, prioritizing whole-class instruction and often minimizing time for independent 

and group-based work. 

 

  

Figure 1. Time Allotment Prior to Self-study 

 

Figure 2 approximates how my time allotment began to change toward the end of the 

self-study, as I aimed to prioritize project-based work and one-to-one dialogue (‘teacher 

dialogues’) as a means of enhancing SRL capacity in students.  
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Figure 2. Time Allotment Shift through Self-study  

 

By focusing on one-to-one dialogue with students around their progress and discussing 

strategies for strong independent learning, I could give more specific and personalized feedback, 

while trying to communicate the importance of SRL skills. The following excerpt from week 

seven’s reflection illustrates my shift in understanding around time management and teaching 

SRL skills: “The more time spent on student-autonomous SRL promoting activities like project 

work, the more ample opportunity I have to engage students one-to-one and in small groups. I 

feel that in this type of setting I can do a more effective job at building relationships and helping 

students set personal goals for improvement.” When students were given the time and freedom 

to learn in a way that is respectful of their interests and personal aptitudes and allowed them to 

problem-solve using self-selected strategies, I became more confident and able to provide 

guidance for building SRL capacity.  
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Theme #2 - Learner Mindset and Expectations 

 My beliefs regarding students’ expectations of the course and learning space (their 

perceived “mindset”) had a significant impact on my curriculum and management decisions as I 

endeavoured to enhance SRL capacity during this self-study. While there is a renewed focus in 

British Columbia’s new curriculum on student-centred, inquiry-based learning and development 

of core competencies such as personal awareness and critical thinking (New Curriculum Info - 

Building Student Success - BC's New Curriculum, 2019), I believe there is not yet a full 

recognition or understanding of this updated philosophy among the majority of students and 

families. In this transitionary time, a learning curve, and in some cases resistance, is to be 

expected. Our current systems of reporting (report cards twice a semester) and primary modes of 

contact with families (10-minute parent-teacher interviews, telephone calls) require a very 

straightforward and time-restrained approach to getting key information about the student across, 

and in this context a full communication of students’ learning experience with respect to SRL 

capacity and related core competencies can be challenging.  

 Releasing responsibility to students. A key strategy utilized during the self-study period 

was giving students a greater degree of choice over how they pursue course objectives. This 

focus was described in week two’s reflection: “I am giving students high levels of agency over 

how they engage with the curriculum. Most learning tasks are structured in a way that gives 

students choice and promotes personal and creative work.” This section was coded “Mindset-

Pos” as giving students more decision-making opportunities is a key element of SRL-focused 

pedagogy (Zimmerman, 2008), and there were consistent attempts during the data collection 

period to follow this strategy.  
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The key challenge to maintaining this strategy was my initial belief that, given enhanced 

student decision-making power and agency in the classroom, maintaining student accountability 

would be challenging, and class time would not be spent as well as it would be in a more teacher-

guided environment. This belief connects closely with the previous theme of time management; 

my perception of the value and worthiness of different tasks determined my classroom decisions 

and time allocation through the self-study period. Without spending adequate time on student-

centred and SRL-enhancing pedagogy, creating a shift in my teaching mindset was difficult, and 

this was shown through the recurring mention of these doubts and challenges in the Weekly 

Written Reflections. During the self-study period, I needed affirmation that learners would show 

genuine commitment to a SRL-enhancing task before dedicating valuable class time to it, and 

this affirmation was often difficult to ascertain.  

 In order for SRL-enhancing pedagogy to make a genuine impact, I needed to believe that 

students would see inherent value in the new approach I was taking. Intrinsic motivation for 

learning increases when students find pathways for education that are personal and relevant to 

their lived experience (Guay et al., 2008). Throughout the data collection period, consistent 

efforts were made to promote student ownership and to discover ways for students to connect 

with curriculum goals in a more meaningful way. During week six I began Monday’s class with 

time for students to set their own personal learning intentions for the course, and then to think 

about how their personal goals could line up with mandated course objectives. They were also 

asked to consider “how their own personal interests and dispositions” could be honoured 

through their academic efforts in the course. This section was coded “Mindset-Pos”, as fostering 

personal links to curriculum is a key element in SRL-enhancing pedagogy, and the decision to 

encourage students in this way was a step in the right direction.     
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Institutional barriers. Given the restraints of a block schedule and demands of reporting 

periods, as well as students’ and families’ beliefs regarding school and education, there is often a 

pressing need for ‘missing work’, number grades, and other quickly communicated information 

and recommendations to be produced by the teacher. In week seven’s reflection I described how 

the perceived expectations of students and families caused me to focus the majority class time on 

teacher-led topics and to downplay student agency at times through self-study: “When teaching 

in this fashion (teacher-led) I feel more confident keeping students accountable for their 

progress, and this in turn allows me to communicate progress confidently to families”. This 

passage was coded as “Mindset-Neg” as the pressure from institutional expectations and 

demands prevented a more complete transformation to SRL-enhancing pedagogy.  

Throughout the data collection period I could not fully shake my firmly-held belief that 

students and families expected a more traditional form of teaching and keeping learners 

accountable. For SRL capacity to grow in a significant way, the teacher/student/family 

relationship needs to be re-imagined and student agency needs to become more prominent in this 

dynamic. 

Theme #3 - Implementation of SRL-supportive Pedagogy 

 The carrying out or the ‘nuts and bolts’ of SRL-supportive pedagogy, and the ideological 

and systemic barriers surrounding these processes, was a recurring theme throughout the self-

study. Traditional educational frameworks like bell schedules, teacher-created report cards cards, 

and discrete subject blocks don’t necessarily lend themselves to enhancing SRL capacity, but 

instead promote and reward student compliance (Zhao, 2012). These traditional frameworks can 

also very often stifle creativity and authentic problem-solving. As I tried to implement strategies 

to promote students’ sense of ownership and SRL, my initial belief was that if students did not 
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think the processes were ‘worth marks’, they would not be taken seriously and would even be 

resisted. Throughout the self-study I believed the teacher-led educational paradigm would be too 

firmly entrenched in students for SRL-promoting strategies to be effective. Toward the end of 

the self-study, my belief system began to shift as I reflected on the benefits of a more 

personalized, student-driven learning environment (Building Student Success - BC's New 

Curriculum, 2019).  

 A central challenge to implementing SRL-enhancing pedagogy was my initial belief that 

if I did not keep firm control of the lesson, not enough work would be done by students during 

the class. In week one’s reflection I wrote that “I am often concerned that if I am not guiding the 

learning of all students, not enough will be accomplished in the block”. This passage was coded 

“Implementation - Neg”; early in the self-study, the belief that “only I” could gauge what was 

effective use of learning time prevented me from making curriculum decisions that would be 

more supportive of students developing SRL capacity (Chang et al., 2016). It would take 

discipline on my part, as well as an element of risk, to shift my practice in a way that could open 

me up to criticism from students, families and colleagues. When trying to shift to a less-common 

form of teaching practice, it is important to be comfortable with an element of vulnerability 

(Berry & Russel, 2016). 

 Teacher confidence and resilience.  My initial beliefs regarding students’ and families’ 

value judgements and beliefs toward education impacted my decision-making processes 

throughout the self-study. I thought that when students, families and other stakeholders were 

accustomed to a certain teacher-student paradigm - mainly one in which the teacher takes 

primary leadership over the learning process - that promoting a more autonomous, SRL-

supportive environment would be too fundamental a shift to be effective. I believed that this shift 
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could lead to conflict, confusion and difficult conversations. This excerpt from week three’s 

reflection illustrates my perception at the time and how it prevented me from making a more 

significant shift in teaching practice: “(Implementing these SRL strategies) will require a 

significant shift in students’ conception of education and learning as things guided by the 

teacher primarily”. I could have implemented SRL-supportive pedagogy more effectively if I 

had confidence that the strategies put in place would be respected by all stakeholders, and that 

the approach would be perceived as significant to learning and an efficient use of time.  

As the weeks progressed in my self-study, I began to recognize that, in order to have 

personal confidence in the implementation of SRL-enhancing strategies, deep personalization 

through one-to-one dialogue with students was the best approach. In week four’s reflection I 

described how I used the strategy of reviewing course objectives as a whole class lesson, trying 

to make the language “accessible and meaningful” for students. This excerpt was coded 

“Implementation- Pos” as I was spending class time reflecting on course objectives, a key 

element of SRL-enhancing pedagogy. Week six’s reflection describes my shift in thinking 

toward personalization, and how spending classroom time having students reflect independently 

on course objectives (usually through an inquiry-oriented project) can free me up to have more 

impactful conversations with individual students. The following passage was coded 

“Implementation - Pos”: “Giving students more freedom to pursue areas of interest helps me find 

avenues for building connection with learners”. Creating more of an individualized learning 

space gave me greater freedom to discuss relevant and meaningful goals with each student; 

capturing these goals and making them a key part of assessment and communication with 

families will be an important objective for future classes. 
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Theme #4 - Relationships 

 Strong working relationships between students and teachers are essential in order to build 

SRL capacity in learners (Mega et al., 2014; Zimmerman, 2008). Conscious attempts were made 

throughout the self-study to intentionally build relationships so that students would feel open to 

discussing their personal goals and challenges in an authentic way. Prioritizing time for one-to-

one learning checks was considered a productive use of time throughout the self-study, both for 

explicitly teaching SRL skills and building positive relationships with learners. The benefit of 

learning checks was described in the weekly written reflections on numerous occasions, for 

example, in week two, I wrote, “I am making considerable time available for one to one 

conferencing in class so that students who are unavailable before or after school can still get the 

support they need.” This passage was coded as “Relationship- Pos”, as it showed I was 

prioritizing relationship-building as a key SRL-enhancing strategy. Throughout the self-study, I 

felt that relationships were most effectively built by making adequate time in class for focused 

and personal conversations with students regarding their progress, challenges and achievements. 

 Prioritizing time to build connections. In order to free myself to develop relationships 

with students, both in terms of time and space, I needed to trust that classes would be productive, 

independent of my direct guidance. My initial beliefs and values surrounding classroom and 

behaviour management had a significant impact on my attempts to enhance SRL capacity in 

students. Throughout the self-study my reflections showed that I was reducing the time available 

for one-to-one conferencing because I felt the rest of the class would be off-task without me 

“over their shoulder” and keeping them accountable. This decision, especially in the early stages 

of data collection, showed a lack of trust that students would use their time well when given 

more freedom in the classroom. This passage from week four illustrates the struggle I 
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experienced trying to create a productive classroom environment, while still making time to 

develop strong relationships: “Challenges continue to be time management and keeping students 

accountable for their own learning and decision-making. When I create more structured work 

for students to complete, I feel more in control of the learning environment and more capable of 

holding students accountable.” In order to make myself available to connect with students and 

have the time to discuss their progress authentically (not just focusing on surface-level details), I 

need to create a stronger culture of trust where I can assume that, in my absence, all students 

continue to challenge themselves and do their best (Trouilloud et al., 2006).  

As the self-study progressed, my time allocation decisions began to reflect a greater 

degree of trust in students; my curriculum decisions proceeded under the assumption that 

students would be productive while I spent significant amounts of class time conferencing with 

other students one to one. Our class spent approximately two weeks working on an SRL-focused 

project where students needed to create an alternative art form (music, visual art, video, etc) 

based on a key theme in a novel. This reflection from week six illustrates my evolving 

understanding of how to build effective student relationships, and how curriculum decisions are 

bound up in the relationship-building process: “Providing opportunities for curricular choice 

and encouraging these forms of students’ personal expression gives me a chance to understand 

what really moves and excites learners, thus building the framework for a stronger emotional 

experience, a critical element to enhancing self-regulated learning.” In order to connect with 

students in an authentic way, I began to understand how my curriculum decisions needed to 

honour their academic freedom and unique interests. When this freedom and trust is shared with 

students, they often make stronger connections to their academic work, and this in turn can help 

build the strong teacher-student relationships needed to promote effective SRL skills. 
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Through the six-week data collection period, I identified personal and systemic barriers 

to this process of SRL enhancement in the classroom, as well as areas to build upon in the future. 

Through a careful analysis of the data collected, my goal is to become better prepared to support 

effective SRL strategies moving forward in my teaching career, as well as support other 

educators as they work to empower students to learn independently. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

Summary 

The goal of this self-study was to shift my teaching practice in a manner that would 

enhance self-regulated learning (SRL) capacity in students. The strategies and measurement tools 

utilized in the study were based on a review of contemporary and foundational literature on SRL 

in educational contexts, with examples drawn from Canada, and internationally. The motivation 

for this study was the increasing body of research showing that when learners gain the skills, 

knowledge and capacity to take active leadership over their learning, they tend to perform at a 

higher level and experience greater levels of satisfaction in school (Zimmerman, 2002). Students 

of all backgrounds and abilities should have opportunities to feel pride in their school 

achievements and be prepared for success in an unpredictable and rapidly changing society after 

graduation. Giving students more agency with respect to curriculum is an important step, 

however for students to take ownership effectively over their academic experience, developing 

strong SRL capacity is essential.  

Data was gathered during a six-week period of an English 11 course in a small high 

school in northern British Columbia. A daily checklist was used to track how effectively SRL-

promoting strategies were being used, and weekly written reflections were completed in order to 

reflect on this shift in my teaching practice. A critical friend was also recruited to ensure 

consistent progress during the self-study, and our weekly conversations helped refine my 

research focus. 

Through my analysis of the data collected, I identified both personal and systemic 

barriers to SRL-focused pedagogy in my school and district context. Both my pedagogical 
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approach and the restraints of my educational context factored into my effectiveness at fostering 

SRL capacity in students throughout the self-study.  

Discussion 

 Transforming the teacher’s role. There is a growing recognition in the academic 

literature and popular culture writing on education that the teacher’s role needs to shift (in some 

cases fundamentally) to meet the demands of an increasingly interconnected, technology-based 

society (Hu & Zhang, 2017; OECD, 2015; Zhao, 2012). The archetype of the teacher as the sole 

purveyor of knowledge, standing at the front of the class while students sit obediently listening to 

their lessons, is rapidly losing its relevance in our information-rich society (Kaiser & Halbert, 

2009). Throughout the self-study I struggled to let go of this dominant, traditional role of myself 

as the classroom authority, as I believed the expectation from students, families and school 

leaders would be for me to keep a tight rein on accountability and be able to produce clear 

measures of progress in a time-effective manner.  

British Columbia’s recently updated curriculum reflects the need for students to become 

more active constructors of their learning experiences in school, and encourages teachers to 

create more exploratory, inquiry-based environments where students can take full advantage of 

the rich resources and information readily available to them in our technology-driven society 

(BC's New Curriculum, 2019).  Schunk and Zimmerman (1998) described how SRL capacity can 

empower learners, encouraging ownership over their work in school; “Self-regulated learners, 

whether historic or contemporary, are distinguished by their view of academic learning as 

something they do for themselves rather than as something that is done to or for them” (p. 1). 

The development of SRL capacity in students is essential to making this shift to a more learner-

centred educational context successful and sustainable. For teachers to reimagine their role - 
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taking themselves out of the centre of the classroom and giving students more opportunities to 

exercise leadership, problem-solving and creativity, both teachers and school systems need to 

take measures to support key SRL capacities like goal-setting, monitoring progress and self-

assessment in a robust, ongoing way.  

In order for an effective transition to effectively support SRL capacity in students, there 

needs to be both systemic changes in the way our school systems are organized, and support and 

training for educators to help with this significant shift in their professional mindset. Through 

analyzing my self-study reflections and evaluating the pedagogical decisions I made, I became 

aware of some important areas for growth in terms of enhancing SRL capacity in students 

moving forward; my hope is that these new understandings can be applied to other educational 

contexts as well.  

 Culture of trust. There is a common saying in education that the ultimate goal of a good 

teacher is to eventually make themselves redundant. This piece of wisdom highlights the 

importance of gradually releasing responsibility to learners so they feel confident navigating 

novel and diverse contexts independently, and with increasing confidence (Reeve & Jang, 2006; 

Roorda et al., 2003). Our learning environments should be designed so that, with appropriate 

support and guidance, students develop the skills and motivation to thrive, even when educators 

are not available for immediate support. People who are able to take charge of their learning and 

actively reflect on their objectives and progress are shown to experience benefits in a range of 

personal and professional areas (Dent & Koenka, 2016). Developing a school and classroom 

culture of trust, high expectations and mutual respect is core to this endeavour of promoting 

successful independent learning (Trouilloud et al., 2006).  
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In order to help students develop their SRL capacity, they need to be given enough trust 

to allow them to tackle meaningful tasks that demand creativity, problem-solving, and the ability 

to self-organize. Throughout the self-study I observed how my need for control in the classroom 

inhibited a culture of trust at times, and institutional demands like letter grades, progress reports 

and family communication all created pressure to keep a tighter hold on the curriculum and 

students’ behaviours.  

A recurring theme from the self-study reflections was my struggle to keep families 

informed of student progress in a timely and consistent way. I often felt pressured to produce 

quick and easily understandable evidence of student progress, and at times this caused me to 

create a teacher-centric environment where traditional demonstrations of learning could be more 

readily produced in a clear and concise way. Developing systems to effectively track individual 

progress and communicate learning to all stakeholders in a time-effective manner will be integral 

moving forward as I try to support self-regulated and independently successful learners. A model 

is proposed below in the recommendations.  

An imperative for a technology-driven society. When students have the capacity to 

organize themselves, set personally meaningful goals, reflect sincerely on their progress, and set 

a direction for their future growth, they can become empowered in personal, social, academic 

and other domains essential to their well-being in and out of school (Hu & Zhang, 2017). Rapid 

advancements in digital technology and communications have created a world where 

opportunities for learning and access to information have never been more abundant (OECD, 

2015). With the click of a button or touch of a screen, the world’s information, as well as leading 

experts from any field, can be accessible to us, all with minimal cost, given you are able to 

access the internet (not a given in some marginalized communities). However this profound 
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increase in access to technology and information has not necessarily improved learning 

outcomes, as Greene and colleagues (2015) described: 

The proliferation of online information has not come with a commensurate 

growth in students’ ability to learn from that information. Today’s students may 

be digitally native online communicators, but many lack the knowledge and 

skills necessary to navigate, find and integrate online information into coherent 

understanding. (p. 89) 

As Bjork and colleagues (2013) described, young people in our modern society are increasingly 

learning “outside of formal educational settings and in unsupervised environments...not only 

during the years typically associated with formal education, but also across the lifespan” (p. 

418).  

Access to technology in my current school context has grown substantially over the last 

few years, with our school adopting a one-to-one device policy, giving each student a 

Chromebook computer for their five years of high school and unlimited access to the school’s 

WIFI network. As this new technology policy was implemented, I observed many examples of 

students seeming to flourish with the new devices, becoming active producers of creative 

multimedia work. However other students seemed to be highly distracted by the increase in 

technology access, using the devices mainly to play games, watch funny YouTube videos, 

memes, and other media, while adding little rigour or depth to their academic work. They 

seemed to more consumers of media, than active creators.  

In this modern era of endless opportunity for enriched learning, becoming an effective 

independent and self-regulated learner is imperative (Yeager & Dweck, 2012; Zhao, 2012). 

Compared to previous generations, we are no longer as constrained by our physical setting or our 
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access to experts or traditional institutions. Developing SRL capacity in conjunction with 

enhanced technological literacy can liberate young people and allow them to pursue a range of 

personal and learning goals in a context that works best for them.  

Limitations of Study 

The three main limitations with this self-study were the short time period for data collection, 

limited experience of the researcher and critical friend, and challenges with implementation of 

SRL-enhancing strategies. These three limitations are discussed below.  

 Time period. The relatively short time period was one limitation of this self-study. 

Weekly written reflections were completed over six weeks of a 20-week semester. Had the 

reflections been completed for the duration of the semester, more insights and progress toward 

SRL-supportive pedagogy could have been made. Tracking my reflections through this six-week 

period yielded some interesting observations, however if this study was conducted over an entire 

semester or school year, with a break mid-way through for data analysis and re-alignment of 

teaching strategies, the conclusions reached could have been more robust and wide-ranging. 

Since the self-study took place during the school year, as I balanced a full teaching course load, 

there were multiple demands on my time and attention, and thus some written reflections may 

have been rushed, with thoughts not as fully developed as they could have been.  

 Experience of the researcher and critical friend. Shenton (2004) described how the 

background, qualifications and experience of the principal investigator are key factors when 

considering the credibility of qualitative research. He argued that “trust in the researcher is of 

equal importance to the adequacy of the procedures themselves” (p. 68). Considering the time-

limited nature of this qualitative research, and the number of other variables that came into play 

while gathering data (i.e. stress, other school commitments, reporting pressures), having a 
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colleague more experienced with SRL-enhancing pedagogy to consult with could have been 

beneficial. As a relatively new teacher (less than five years’ experience) with limited background 

and training in SRL development prior to the self-study, there was a great deal of trial and error 

during the data collection period. Being a relative novice in the field, my implementation of 

SRL-promoting pedagogy was no doubt ineffective at times, and these challenges were reflected 

in my weekly written reflections. If the primary researcher (and/or critical friend) had more of a 

background in the field of SRL development, and had conducted previous studies with different 

populations, their self-study data could yield more credible results, which would be more 

transferable to other contexts.  

 Challenges with implementation and clarity. As a full-time teacher, new father and 

self-study researcher, there were significant challenges in promoting SRL to the extent outlined 

in the research design and literature review. LaBoskey (2004) described how, as teachers and 

researchers, “we feel responsible for the immediate implementation of any new understandings 

that result from our research” (p. 818). Through my own personal learning on the importance of 

SRL development, I was motivated to consistently improve outcomes for learners, and felt a 

deep responsibility to implement best pedagogical practices for the students in my care. My own 

capacities and limitations as a teacher were tested throughout this self-study process, and I 

gained important insights into how both I and our institutions can improve to enhance students’ 

SRL capacity.  

During the self-study, thoughtful attempts were made to use strategies to promote SRL 

skill development, however the purpose of the activities was often not made explicit to students 

in a clear and consistent manner. Routines and systems for students to self-assess and monitor 

their goals and progress were not well enough established as classroom routines, and thus when 
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attempts were made, my perception was that they would not be an effective use of class time. At 

times I did not have enough trust in the SRL-supportive environment I was trying to foster, and 

the pressure to keep students accountable prevented me from fully implementing the strategies 

distilled from the literature review. My values and self-concept as the classroom teacher, as well 

as my lack of experience, training and support with SRL-enhancing pedagogy, all inhibited a 

fully SRL-centred classroom from taking shape.   

Implications and Recommendations for Future Practice 

Through my experience gathering and analyzing the data from this six-week self-study, 

and my review of the literature on SRL development in high school students, the following 

strategies and policies are recommended. 

1. Relationships, Authenticity and SRL Development. Toward the end of the self-

study and school year, I began to better understand the effectiveness of personalized feedback 

when trying to support SRL capacity in learners. When given the time and space for one-to-one 

dialogue, teachers can better understand the specific strengths, interests and challenges of 

individual learners, and this information can be used to help them develop a plan for personal 

growth, identifying and utilizing the SRL strategies most relevant for the student’s individual 

learning needs and personal disposition. Roorda and colleagues (2011) described the importance 

of teacher-student relationships in promoting students’ academic growth and intellectual risk-

taking: “teachers can serve as a secure base from which children can explore the school 

environment and become engaged in learning activities” (p. 495). Through consistent one-to-one 

dialogue, centred around engaging and authentic learning tasks, teachers can both promote SRL 

development and develop strong and collaborative relationships with learners.  
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Creating an authentic and respectful teacher/student relationship is essential to supporting 

SRL development in the classroom. Morris and colleagues (2016) described the importance of 

relationship and authenticity when giving constructive feedback that is intended to empower 

learners, explaining how the “effectiveness of praise depends not only on who delivers it but also 

on the way a message is framed … messages that are specific and sincere can have a powerful 

effect on the development of one’s self-efficacy” (p. 798). They go on to describe how removing 

or re-thinking symbols of teacher authority in the classroom (in Morris’ case, the teacher’s desk) 

allowed him to interact more frequently and naturally with students. Rather than working on 

organizational tasks (i.e. grading) from the security of his desk, removing this large piece of 

furniture forced him to sit with and among his students while they were engaged in project-based 

or independent work. By situating himself among students in the classroom, he interacted more 

frequently and discovered more about students’ interests, and thus was able to ask them relevant 

questions more often. Connecting to SRL development, enhanced interactions and greater 

knowledge of students can build stronger relationships, which can then be leveraged to support 

students’ sense of learning efficacy and self-regulation. For SRL capacity to grow, students need 

to find purpose in their work, and the job of the teacher is to help them find this purpose: 

developing strong relationships is often integral to this purpose-making (Mega et al., 2014). Most 

students need to feel that their teacher has their best interests at heart and cares about their 

progress as whole human beings, only then will they put in the necessary reflective work to 

become effective self-regulatory learners (Chang et al., 2016).  

Dalland and Klette’s (2016) work further illustrates the importance of relationship when 

trying to foster SRL capacity in students. They studied Norwegian educators’ use of Individual 

Work Plans (IWP) as a means of advancing SRL capacity in students, specifically 9th graders. 
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These documents set out a 2-3 week schedule of assignments and tasks of varying difficulty 

levels that allow students more autonomy over how they engage with the course. Researchers 

found that “optimal levels of scaffolding” (p. 397) were rarely achieved and that teachers were 

rarely able to encourage more positive engagement with autonomy-oriented tasks. Students in 

the study reported that when teachers do not provide adequate levels of support or feedback, and 

do not follow up on their completed work and assignments, they find justification to not 

complete the work laid out in their IWP. Students should not automatically be expected to 

demonstrate strong SRL capacity when given a project or task, but need to be supported in a 

manner that allows freedom and also targets the critical capacities necessary for success and high 

engagement. For my practice, and in relation to my self-study, targeted conversations with 

students created a more comprehensive picture of the student’s progress and areas for 

improvement, and also helped to create positive relationships and accountability throughout the 

course.  

2. Progress dialogues for individualized learning. Reflecting on the allocation of class 

time, specifically, how class time was spent on learning reflections, student goal-setting, and 

other SRL-focused activities, was a recurring trend in my weekly written reflections during the 

self-study. If I did not see high value in spending classroom minutes on these exercises 

(exercises research suggests are critical for skill development and student emancipation) I was 

not likely to allocate significant time for these exercises. In education, we tend to value what we 

measure, and perhaps more importantly, what we report out to stakeholders (i.e. students, 

families, school leadership) (Change et al., 2016). Report cards, parent-teacher interviews, 

honour roll lists, these are all areas with high symbolic value in most of our schools and districts 

(R. Allen, personal communication, July 11, 2018). To enhance SRL capacity, efficacy, and 
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ownership in students, they must take a more active role in these accountability processes, and 

have greater agency in how they are communicated and carried out. They need to move from 

passive recipients of their evaluation, to active, reflective participants. There are many current 

innovations in the way schools report student progress, and having the student actively involved 

in the process using self-reflection and demonstrations of learning is common to many of these 

new approaches (Berger et al., 2014; Building Student Success - BC's New Curriculum, 

2019). This reporting out, and the nature of what we choose to share, shapes the basis of our 

dialogue with stakeholders and ultimately sets the student’s roadmap for growth.  

Schunk and Zimmerman (1998) described how students benefit when they take 

ownership over domains like assessment and motivation, as “responsibility shifts from teacher to 

student, self-management of academic behavior becomes a more natural part of the student’s life. 

This shift in responsibility is enhanced further and becomes more natural when students take an 

active role in self-reflection” (p. 199). At our school we have traditional parent-teacher 

interviews, where once a semester, parents and/or guardians come for a 10-minute discussion on 

the progress of their students. Less than 50% of parents/guardian usually attend these interviews 

and students very rarely attend, especially in cases where the student is struggling behaviourally 

or academically. As a way to improve this important family check-in process and make it a more 

impactful and honest update on learning progress, students could complete a series of reflections 

(written or video-recorded) where they reflect on their progress in the class and their personal 

goals for improvement. The student could then share these reflections with their families and 

teachers in an evening to celebrate their achievements and explore and problem-solve their 

struggles. Greene and colleagues (2015) described how giving students greater choice in learning 

tasks and modeling and supporting processes of self-reflection can help them build transferable 
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SRL skills for other domains in life. This type of shift could turn the traditional parent-teacher 

interview into a more transformational event, rather than one that students are largely 

disconnected from. 

After my analysis of the self-study data, I came to believe that a standardized or ‘one-

size-fits-all’ formula for enhancing SRL capacity in students is perhaps not desirable, but rather, 

a more individualized and nuanced approach should be taken. Toward the end of the self-study I 

began to focus on one-to-one talks, or ‘progress dialogues’, where the students’ unique 

characteristics could be considered in a more focused manner, and I could support them in 

building strength-based plans for self-regulated learning that suit their individual learning style, 

disposition, and goals for the future. Putting more emphasis on why these SRL processes are 

important and making students accountable in terms of how their grade and overall performance 

is shaped by them, will help support students’ SRL capacity moving forward.  

3. Intrinsic value of learning: building relevance for learning tasks. For SRL 

development to be successful in schools, students need to have a strong, well-understood purpose 

for their learning, and one that is relevant to them in terms of their current life and future goals. 

As Dent and Koenka (2016) described, “While metacognitive processes explain how students 

self-regulate their learning, motivation tells us why they do...motivation is either a precursor or 

part of self-regulated learning” (p. 428). If educators focus on SRL skills in isolation, while 

neglecting students’ perceived importance of the work we use to engage them, efforts to enhance 

SRL capacity will have limited impact. 

To foster motivation that is both intrinsic and lasting, educators need to support students 

in building a personal connection and finding significance in their area of study (Mega et al., 

2014). Schunk and Zimmerman (1998) described how teachers and students can work together 
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using “strategic content learning” a curriculum development strategy that “does not attempt 

preplanned learning strategies to students, but instead guides learners and instructors to create 

unique strategies collaboratively” (p. 161). The authors argued that when students have decision-

making power over the direction of their learning and how they are assessed, they will more 

readily take guidance on how to improve their SRL capacity. When we give students larger 

academic responsibilities and the opportunity to explore topics of personal interest and meaning, 

they will be more likely to seek out and develop their independent learning skills and utilize 

them to the fullest. 

 4. Re-thinking assessment and reporting methods. Moving forward, SRL researchers 

should examine methods for evaluating student work that honour their authentic learning 

progress and support appropriate levels of challenge for individual learners. As described in 

recommendation two, making time for frequent one-to-one check-ins will be integral for any 

revised method of assessment to be successful, as researchers have found that strong 

relationships are integral for successful SRL development in students (Reeve & Jang, 2006; 

Trouilloud et al, 2006). This excerpt from week seven’s written reflection shows my evolving 

understanding of the importance of creating a more dynamic and personalized system of 

assessment in our schools: “While part of the challenge was a lack of SRL training and 

preparation on my part, I believe a more systems-level shift in how we report on and 

communicate student progress is needed.” Our current system of reporting twice a semester 

using number and letter grades gives a simplified, easily-digestible account of student progress, 

but I believe it focuses more on sorting and ranking students than giving a more comprehensive 

and authentic account of student learning (Halbert & Kaser, 2009). By continuing with the 
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traditional reporting system, we are missing an important opportunity to engage families and 

help students develop their SRL skills.  

Toward the end of the self-study I recognized the benefits of connecting formal 

assessments to one-to-one dialogues as students focused on their semester-end Capstone 

Projects. Once I prioritized these one-to-one dialogues I was able to create stronger connections 

and help students evaluate their progress more directly and effectively. Formalizing and creating 

some visible coherence and structure (i.e. a printable report) to capture these conversations could 

be helpful in terms of reporting and accountability in the future, and this would allow more 

seamless communication with other stakeholders. The following excerpt from week seven’s 

reflection described my recognition of the need for an efficient and personalized system of 

assessment that is convenient and comprehensible for students and families: “Feedback is 

usually being given to students verbally, using their work as a focus for dialogue, and perhaps 

creating a written record of these conversations could be beneficial for future assessment. 

Creating a system for this practice that can be carried in a time-limited environment will be 

beneficial.” More effective frameworks and communication tools for engaging students in self-

assessment and personal reflection will help encourage SRL development moving forward.  

Given the limited time educators have in the classroom, and the continuous pressures for 

progress reporting, keeping the curriculum moving and keeping all students accountable can be a 

challenge. The conversations that take place in the classroom (often not associated with formal 

assessment practice) can be deeply informative and should not be undervalued or underreported. 

Audio recording could be a potential way to capture and revisit these conversations regarding 

student progress. Including sufficient classroom time for self-assessment and revision through 

conversation with the teacher and capturing these dialogues in an effective and time-efficient 
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way will help educators enhance SRL capacity to a greater degree than traditional reporting. 

Zimmerman and Schunk (1998) described the importance of students self-monitoring and 

evaluating their own learning and progress as a means of building SRL capacity: “Skillful self 

monitors know when they are performing well and when they are not, and they use this vital 

information to alter their performance without waiting for social assistance from others or for 

adverse external outcomes to eventuate” (p. 7). Creating a reporting system that encourages 

engagement and participation from students could foster the self-monitoring and self-evaluation 

that Zimmerman and Schunk (1998) advocated. Developing an accessible system for tracking 

progress that is both empowering for students and emphasizes SRL capacity will be a priority in 

my teaching practice moving forward.  

5. Family connection and the impact on SRL Development. When parents take an 

active role in their child’s education (i.e. follow up with teachers about assignments and exams, 

get involved with school committees, and show a general enthusiasm for connecting with the 

school and teachers), students tend to demonstrate strong SRL skills like goal-setting, self-

monitoring, and organization, and also achieve higher grades and overall academic standing (Hill 

& Craft, 2003). Parents who model effective SRL strategies when faced with challenges and 

setbacks, and who encourage a proactive approach to learning, tend to raise children who 

demonstrate these capacities in school (Haimovitz & Dweck, 2016). When failures and 

challenges in school are framed as interesting experiences to learn from, rather than demotivating 

deficiencies, students become more willing to problem-solve and develop their SRL capacity as 

they move forward in their learning.  

In their study of parental engagement and the connection to student outcomes, Hill and 

Craft (2003) found that “parents' involvement at school, including volunteering in the classroom 
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and sending materials to school, improved children's academic skills” (p. 81). Students’ 

socioeconomic background tends to play heavily into the parent-school dynamic, as households 

with multiple caregivers, flexible work schedules and greater amounts of disposable income are 

better equipped to engage with the school in a consistent and positive way, as opposed to the 

reactionary and/or conflictual involvement that often occurs after a student enters a disciplinary 

process. In my teaching career I have observed this dynamic play out quite consistently, when a 

student’s family is disengaged from the school system, or their family shows hostility toward the 

system due to past negative experiences or ongoing academic and behaviour challenges with 

their child, the student tends to have negative experiences themselves. In these cases the student 

often does not develop the key SRL capacities needed to perform to their full potential. In too 

many cases these students disengage from the system entirely, either by dropping out of school, 

or continually putting forth minimal efforts in their courses. It is these disengaged students who 

often become the most vulnerable young people in our society, experiencing unemployment, 

poverty, addiction, early mortality and a range of other negative personal and social outcomes 

(Trumbetta et al., 2010). It is perhaps most essential for vulnerable students to learn skills of 

effective self-management and SRL, as they often lack the economic and social support networks 

of more privileged students. After graduation, without the safety nets and other opportunities 

these networks provide, it is critical that vulnerable students have the planning, problem-solving 

and self-reflective skills needed to be successful in the adult world.  

Relationships, personalized curriculum, and flexible systems of assessment can actively 

promote and support SRL capacity in our most vulnerable learners (Dalland & Klette, 2016). By 

identifying these learners early on (either by a teacher in a course or an administrator when they 

enter a school), strategies can be developed on a one-to-one basis, and through strong and 
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supportive relationships, educators can do more to ensure accountability and motivation for 

building their SRL capacity. Remedial education and academic support can be effective tools for 

struggling learners, however when struggling students leave our school system, it is critically 

important that they have developed the skills for effective independent learning (i.e. self-

management, goal-setting, active reflection). It is these skills that will help them find and 

maintain resilience when faced with the inevitable adversities of life.  

Suggestions for Future Research 

 Creating workable approaches for SRL development that teachers can utilize in range of 

contexts is imperative for the future of our education systems. Below are suggestions for future 

research to advance this aim. 

 Including the student experience in qualitative research. To advance the goal of 

enhancing SRL capacity in young learners, gaining insight into students’ experiences in school 

and their views toward curriculum and dominant pedagogical approaches would be valuable. 

Delamont (2012) described one of the essential goals of qualitative research as “seeking to 

understand the world from the perspective of those living in it...individuals act on the world 

based not on some supposed objective reality but on their perceptions of the reality that 

surrounds them” (p. 7). A question that drove much of my research and reflection over the course 

of this study was: Why do so many students emerge from high school lacking fundamental SRL 

capacity, and what are the main barriers - both personal and systemic - leading to this problem?  

At a systems level, examining how provincial and school district policy either promotes 

or inhibits the development of SRL capacity in learners is an area for future research that could 

yield useful recommendations for educators. During this self-study I often reflected on how 

systemic factors such as block schedules, semester reporting periods, and traditional report cards 
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(i.e. work habits, letter and number grades) can create challenges for educators trying to enhance 

SRL capacity. For example, one of BC’s First Peoples Principles of Learning (BCFPPL), 

released by the province’s First Nations Education Steering Committee (FNESC), is that 

“Learning takes patience and time”. Many traditional structures and policies in our school system 

make following this important BCFPPL principle very difficult. For example, when a teacher is 

working one to one with a student, both are under the assumption that when the bell goes they 

will need to leave the room immediately in order for the student to be on time for their next class. 

This constant time pressure mediates the entire dialogue between teacher and student. If we 

created more flexible and learner-centred organizational systems - for example, personalized day 

plans as opposed to routinized block structures - we could do a better job supporting students’ 

SRL capacity, while honouring their unique learning style. To enhance SRL development in 

schools, we need to understand the student experience more deeply - only then will our systems 

become dynamic and adaptive enough to advance these important self-regulatory capacities in 

students. 

Teachers’ self-efficacy. In their research on teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs, Morris and 

colleagues (2017) described how a “teachers sense of self-efficacy plays a critical role in how 

classrooms function...Compared to those who doubt themselves, teachers with a strong sense of 

efficacy typically utilize more effective teaching strategies, are less susceptible to burnout, and 

are more committed to the profession” (p. 796). As an education system, we need to create 

conditions that empower teachers to implement pedagogical strategies that we know are in the 

best interest of students. As an increasing body of research shows, strategies that enhance SRL 

capacity in learners will be critical to students’ future success. For each new policy or program 

that is put in place (for example, British Columbia’s current focus on Core Competencies), those 
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in leadership positions need to consider whether this systemic shift will empower teachers to act 

in the best interest of learners, or if it encourages bureaucratic exercises (box-ticking) meant to 

keep the system simpler to manage for adults. We need to continually ask whether the time spent 

managing new policies and programs is in the best interest of learners, or adults? Focusing 

research on how empowered teachers feel in implementing SRL-supportive pedagogy will be an 

important step in identifying the persistent barriers preventing a wider scale transformation in 

approach. 

Conclusion: The urgent case for building SRL capacity 

A moral imperative. Mental health issues among youth are a serious concern in our 

schools and communities, and many researchers have noticed an increasing prevalence in 

Canada and many other western societies in recent years (Twenge, 2015). Even some successful 

students who achieve at a high level in traditional schooling struggle when entering the world 

outside of school, where they are expected to demonstrate independence and self-motivation in a 

complex and rapidly shifting environment (Zhao, 2012). There is a growing recognition that we 

need to give young people more opportunities to shift from being passive recipients of their 

education, to active decision-makers and creators. British Columbia’s current curriculum focus 

on big ideas and inquiry, as opposed to retention of content knowledge and isolated skills, 

reflects this recognition (Building Student Success - BC's New Curriculum, 2019). This 

progressive shift could do a great deal to empower young people and help them take control of 

their lives: economically, socially, politically and personally. Fostering this broad mindset in 

education will require deeper levels of trust between adults and youth, and transforming our 

system in a manner that promotes self-regulation and leadership skills will be paramount in 

making this shift successful for all stakeholders. 
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To face the daunting and complex challenges of the future (i.e. climate change, 

democratic engagement, rising inequality, automation/unemployment) our students will need the 

skills to learn in a range of contexts throughout their lives (Jensen & Nutt, 2015). When students 

are equipped with the mental frameworks and habits of effective self-regulated learners, they will 

more likely experience positive growth on a more frequent basis, regardless of their unique 

circumstances and social/personal barriers (Zimmerman, 2008). Fostering SRL skills is to make 

education an emancipatory experience, even for those most marginalized in our community; it is 

up to educators at all levels, and the institutions in which they work, to provide these young 

people with the experiences and skills to move forward in their lives with improved clarity and 

confidence.  

The courage to change. Near the end of the school year I overheard a student talking in 

the hallway about how much he disliked a ‘passion project’ he was doing in one of his classes. 

He said he would rather do months of school work rather than complete this presumably more 

self-guided and inquiry-based project. Through my study and implementation of SRL-enhancing 

pedagogy, I have come to believe that our conceptions of “school work”, as assignments created, 

guided through, and graded by the teacher, needs to be reimagined. As much as teachers try to 

innovate, for many students and families the focus of schooling remains squarely on the letter 

and number grade the student receives. In this society and economy that so values creativity and 

innovation (Zhao, 2012), shifting this value paradigm toward authentic, meaningful student 

achievements need to be the focus for educators moving forward. 

If educators do not believe themselves that focusing on SRL skills will be beneficial for 

the student, either because they believe students will not take the focus seriously, or because they 

believe students need more strict guidance and support, changes in practice will likely have 
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limited impact. Systemic changes in the role of teachers, and perhaps more importantly, the 

structure and mindset around reporting (as primarily a teacher’s domain as opposed to the 

student’s), are worth exploring moving forward. If the goal of our education system is to 

promote independent, self-sufficient and innovative learners, adults should not be doing the 

‘heavy lifting’ when it comes to assessment and setting learning intentions (Chang et al., 2016).  

As an educator, when you have a deep belief in a classroom practice, you need to be 

prepared to take a risk on it and defend your choices to students, colleagues, families and your 

community. In their description of self-study research and methodology, Bullough and Pinnegar 

(2001) argued that the aim of self-study is to “provoke, challenge, and illuminate rather than 

confirm and settle” (p. 20). Through my process of research and data collection on SRL 

development, I found myself thinking about the students who struggle the most in school, and 

how my classroom decisions impact their mindset and confidence on a daily basis. Being as 

transparent as possible is important for teachers to maintain their credibility and sense of 

connection with learners and the community, however being fully transparent in a complex, 

demanding school environment is not a simple or straightforward task. Creating changes you 

believe will have a long-term positive impact will require vulnerability and frequent courageous 

conversations, especially if these changes are outside the status quo or difficult for some to 

understand or accept. However, when we believe something in our system needs to change, the 

young require us to act courageously. It is the debt we owe to future generations: to continually 

ask the hard questions and seek to create a more just and vibrant system of education. 
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